
Konica Minolta’s 
Workplace Hub awarded 
Managed.IT Magazine’s 
Editor’s Choice
Judged on design, innovation and 
functionality, the all-in-one solution 
was an easy choice for the Managed 
Services & Solutions magazine.

Continuing to highlight their digital 
transformation success, the prominent 
technology provider Konica Minolta was 
recently awarded the prestigious Editor’s 
Choice award by Managed.IT Magazine 
for its Workplace Hub solution.

The magazine is the only dedicated 
Managed Services & Solutions 
magazine for IT managers, and aims 
to provide IT decision-makers with the 
information they need to improve their 
technology management, efficiency and 
capabilities. With the Editor’s Choice 
award based on three key criteria of 
design, innovation, and functionality, 
the editor felt that Workplace Hub was 
a great example of combining these 
aspects into an exemplary solution for 
the workplace.

Speaking on his decision, James 
Goulding, Editor at Managed.IT, said, 
“It’s not easy to be truly innovative in the 
office solutions arena. The Workplace 
Hub however represents a significant 
development for Konica Minolta, their 
customers, channel partners and the 
next generation of office workers. This is 

a well-deserved award.”

Workplace Hub's unique proposition 
is that it’s an all-in-one scalable 
IT solution, seamlessly integrating 
hardware, software and services into a 
multi-vendor platform.

As the first entrant into this new market, 
Workplace Hub is a key player in the 
technology giant’s intent to continue its 
innovation legacy that dates back over 
145 years, and become a leading IT 
services provider.

Read the full interview with Managed.
IT here at: www.binfo.co.uk/
MIT52/22/ and for more information 
about Workplace Hub, please visit: 
http://workplacehub.konicaminolta.
com
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Part of Reuter 
GmbH, an 
electrochemical 
weld cleaning, 
polishing, 
etching and 
passivation 
manufacturer 
based in 
Germany, 
Reuter is now 
operating 
here in the 
UK, supplying 
customers 
direct with 
our full range 
of units, 
consumables 
and technical support.

Our technology is the most 
powerful and by far the best 
performing machines in the 
world, Our units range from 100A, 
1,000VA – 400A, 3,500VA, all 
designed AND manufactured by 
us. We ensure through constant 
product development and in house 
manufacturing all our products 
remain No.1 in the world and boast 
a true 100% duty cycle for all our 
technology. 

We have full independent testing 
and certificates to back up 
our performance and process, 
passivation confirmation, 
fume testing analysis, surface 

treatment and all machines are 
certified to operate in sensitive 
industry sectors, such as food, 
pharmaceutical, oil & gas and fluid 
transfer, we support companies 
of all sizes and also come highly 
recommended by industry giants 
globally. 

We offer onsite demonstrations to 
show all our customers how this 
technology should be performing 
and supporting their business. 
We would encourage anyone with 
similar technology to book in a 
demonstration immediately.

T 01362 421185
M 07545 857136
lw@reuter.works
www.reuter.works/en

Reuter Works UK Ltd
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Marley helps contractors reduce working at height risk
As a new Government report puts working at height safety 
in the spotlight, Marley has hosted free courses at its 
training centre in Burton to help contractors stay up to 
date with the latest safety requirements and reduce the 
risk of falls on site.

Delivered by Midland Roof Training, the two half-day 
courses included an overview of working at height 
legislation and gave advice on risk assessment and fall 
prevention. The training also covered specific issues 
for roofing contractors, such as safe ladder use, edge 
protection, fragile roofs, roof lights and using battens as 
a foothold.

Stuart Nicholson, roof systems director at Marley, explains, 
“Since the introduction of the Work at Height regulations 
in 2005, the UK has had lower accident levels than many 

other countries in Europe. However, falls from height 
have still been the most common cause of fatal injury of 
workers in the past five years. Therefore, we welcome the 

improvements recommended by the Working at Height All-
Party Parliamentary Group & are pleased that the report has 
brought attention to the important issue of fall prevention.

“Working at heights safety is critical in all parts of the 
construction sector, but particularly in roofing. Roofers 
will be all too aware of the stories that feature regularly 
in trade media about tragic roof accidents and as a 
manufacturer, as well as ensuring our products meet 
the highest quality and safety standards, we want to 
help contractors take all steps necessary to assess risk, 
prevent falls and improve reporting. The training was really 
informative and if the course helps to prevent even one 
injury, then it will have been successful.”

For more information about Marley’s training courses 
for contractors, visit: www.marley.co.uk

Editor Recommends

Commercial 
property agency 
reflects on 
successful 
mobilisation

Since early January 2019, TC Security Services, part of 
TC Facilities Management (TCFM), has been providing 
guarding and mobile patrol services to Avison Young 
(formerly GVA). The portfolio covers multiple and 
diverse locations across London and the South East.

TC Security Services welcomed 20 new colleagues to 
the business from a number of incumbent suppliers. 
The contract commenced on 2nd January and client 
feedback about the mobilisation, led by Patrick 
O’Sullivan, Operations Manager, is very positive.

Alan Prince, Director, National Strategic FM for Avison 
Young, commented, “We ran a full-blown tender to 
make sure we appointed the right security specialist 
to manage this diverse portfolio of properties. Against 
a wide range of criteria, TC Security Services came 
out in front. As a new supplier, there was an added 
element of risk, but nearly four months after go-live, 
we’re delighted with the decision to appoint them.”

In response to the award, Satia Rai, Operations 
Director of TC Security Services, said, “Having been 
awarded the contract for guarding and mobile 
patrol services with Avison Young, we committed 
the resource necessary to ensure the mobilisation 
was seamless. We’ve implemented best in class 
technology that will provide TC Security Services and 
Avison Young with data and analysis to shape better 
decision making.”

Tony Reed, CEO of TC Facilities Management, added, 
“This award is a great result for the business and 
demonstrates ongoing growth for TCFM as a whole. 
We look forward to being Avison Young’s partner of 
choice, adding value and providing the expertise that 
Avison Young need each day.”

T +44 (0)1737 814016
info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

Fully accredited AS 
9100 rev D UK based 
PCB manufacturer – 
Specialists in quick-turn, 
low to medium volume, 
standard multilayer, 
flex, flex-rigid and high 
density interconnection 
(HDI) solutions for 
a wide range of 
industries including 
aerospace, medical, 
telecommunications, 
defence and automotive. 

Our technical and production skills and experience 
combined with fast turnaround capability, has made 
Exception the ideal partner of choice for customers 
requiring prototype (QTA), new product introduction 
(NPI) and low to medium volumes. 

Lead times from 2 days for PTH, 3 days for single 
lamination multilayers and 10 days for HDI. 
 
T 01684 292448
info@exceptionpcb.com

Printed circuit 
board solutions

www.marley.co.uk
http://www.pfmplus.co.uk
http://www.desmi.com
http://www.inginius.com
http://www.loxit.com
mailto:info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk
mailto:info@exceptionpcb.com
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Hospitality & Catering News

Badgemaster is the industry leader in name 
badge design and manufacture with clients 
including Costa, Nando’s and Waitrose as well as 
a host of other big-name businesses and smaller 
independents. With their focus on excellence across 
the business – from products to customer service to 
staff satisfaction, Badgemaster is truly deserving of 
this award. 

Established in 1992 by John Bancroft MBE, the 
Nottinghamshire-based manufacturer began 
operating out of a Portakabin and thanks to rapid 
growth they soon occupied over 1,500m2 of space 
on Newstead Industrial Estate. Being the preferred 
supplier of name badges to businesses in 
sectors such as food and drink, retail, 
travel and care homes, 
Badgemaster is proud 
to name the likes 
of Boots, 
TUI, John 

Lewis, NHS, Alton Towers and Premier Inn as 
clients. And they’re in good company 
– Badgemaster is the proud 
recipient of a Royal 
Warrant awarded by Her 
Majesty the Queen for the 
supply of bespoke name 
badges to the staff of The 
Royal Household.

As the company name suggests, 
badges are the company’s forte. 
Managing Director, Ian Bradbeer, 
says, “Our speciality is name badge 
manufacture and design – our workforce 
is dedicated to that specialism. We put our 
energies into ensuring every badge is the perfect fit 
for our customers. From making sure the design is 
on-brand to checking that the badge is practical for 
their environment. 
Our highly acclaimed 
graphic design team will 
create a name badge 
fit for purpose.”

Badgemaster has always been a market 
leader, and its range of more 

sustainable name badges 
is taking the food and 

drink industry 
by storm. Not 

only do they 
source the 

wood 
used 
for their 

range of 
wooden name 

badges from FSC approved 
suppliers, they now offer bamboo name 

badges – a highly sustainable alternative. Already 
a number of household names and smaller 
independents have invested in their eco-friendly 
benefits and causal style.  

Name badges can be made entirely bespoke, 
customised to any specification and they are 
manufactured right here in the UK with the latest 
and greatest in badge manufacturing technology. 
The full range of customisable products and 
services is staggeringly comprehensive too: bespoke 
name badges, custom-designed in a variety of 

finishes; reusable badges; enamel 
pin badges; button badges; photo ID cards; 

lanyards; key fobs and nameplates.

With the best price guarantee on their products, 
quick turnaround, fast delivery and the highest 
levels of quality and service, Badgemaster is proud 
to cater for independent businesses as well as 
industry giants.

To discover the full range, design, buy online or get 
advice:
T 01623 723112
customerservices@badgemaster.co.uk
www.badgemaster.co.uk

The UK’s favourite badge maker

http://www.badgemaster.co.uk
mailto:customerservices@badgemaster.co.uk
www.badgemaster.co.uk
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Business and Industry Today is proud to announce 
as its Healthcare Company of the Month, DocHQ. 
DocHQ is the brainchild of Madhur Srivastava, 
Dermot Mullins and Dr Simon Chaplin-Rogers, and 
is nothing short of revolutionary. Currently based 
in Eastleigh, Hampshire and established in 2018, 
DocHQ is dedicated to improving and maintaining 
employee welfare and wellbeing while decreasing 
absenteeism and boosting work-based productivity. 
The notion that a well-oiled and high functioning 
business can only perform to its full capacity with 
its employees happy and healthy is not a new one, 
yet can be somewhat difficult to attain in reality. 
With British health facilities under increasingly 
mountainous pressure, general wellbeing is 
becoming rapidly harder to maintain, and its 
symptoms are subsequently spreading to the work 

place, leading to noticeable declines in national 
productivity.

DocHQ offers an entirely unique solution in the 
form of an employee healthcare benefit. DocHQ 
presents employees an easily accessed and same 
day medical support service for everyday ailments. 
The service offers flexible phone, video or face 
to face appointments, all of which come as the 
result of partnerships built with local GPs, securing 
the reliability of the medical attention and when 
necessary, diagnosis received. DocHQ can provide 
sick notes, referrals and prescriptions, as well as 
deliver medication to a workplace or home. The 
service will soon be made available to those who 
wish to access local private medical care. 

By offering alternative health support, employees 
have the opportunity to bypass potential 
inconveniences unavoidable through other 
healthcare providers and obtain the support they 
need, when they need it.

DocHQ works within a varying prism of companies 
and businesses who offer their employees the 
benefits DocHQ makes available, as well as working 
with benefits companies and insurers as stepping 
stones by which DocHQ’s services can reach 
employees. The relationship DocHQ constructs and 
maintains with local GPs is what keeps the door 
open to the fast access and delivery of service that 
the company is able to provide. DocHQ does not 
strip its customers of access to free service, rather 
it provides a spectrum of support upon which the 
customer can make the right choices for themselves, 
and further the maintenance and sustenance of 
their health. 

Services can now be achieved through an simple 
and coherent website. DocHQ covers an impressive 
number of services both in consultation and in 
actuality; attributes include sickness management, 
counselling, doctor visits, physiotherapy clinics, 
video appointments, face to face consultations, 
prescriptions, and follow up care. All of which is 
obtainable without long waiting times, queues or 
often even having to leave the home or workplace.

DocHQ also provides a free to use App that can be 
downloaded from App stores. The DocHQ App is 
built to give all users information about their local 

services both NHS and private for free. 
It will soon provide additional benefits 
like health discounts, online booking, 
wellness tracker and health wallet.   

The company ethic is simple: “By 
improving choice and accessibility 
to health support, people can take 
control and get the right help that they 
need, when they need it, at a time 
that suits them.” This is a sentiment 
carried unflinchingly by the philosophy 
DocHQ keeps at the core of its 
practice, which is that user wellness 
is the fundamental KPI, not average 
revenue per user. It’s the customer 
wellness driven engine that propels 

DocHQ into a lane other healthcare providers seldom 
reach, and sets it apart from its money hungry 
contemporaries. DocHQ creates more of a space, 
than an outright product or service, a space that 
within which the customer can arrive healthily and 
timely at an informed decision that works for them, 
and through the products of that decision better their 
healthcare, and workability. 

For employers, DocHQ collects health data to 
provide health trends, thus tailored health care 
and record keeping can be kept accordingly, 
making for a more acute service and more efficient 
results. Using DocHQ also reduces 
administrative costs in both money 
and time. With DocHQ’s video 
calling and prescription delivering 
service, employees can be treated for 
ailments without having to leave the 
workplace, reducing the burdens of 
having a partially absent workforce. 

A recent free tool the company 
has introduced is the DocHQ ROI 
Calculator, which helps managers 
calculate the cost of sickness their 
business has suffered, a poignant 
commodity given that an estimated 
£77bn was lost in productivity in 
Britain as a result of sick employees 

in 2018 (mercer). It is facts like these that make 
DocHQ such a welcome addition to such a strained 
industry, an industry in need of creativity and 
innovation. 

The shift of non-emergency health concerns into 
a digital space is one as logical as it is practical, 
cutting the administrative hassle of appointment 
booking and waiting times. DocHQ also offers 
tailored solutions to individual needs, working 
with the customer to ensure that exact needs are 
met without having to buy into further potentially 
unnecessary services. The company offers a 14 day 
free trial to ease customers into the service and to 
distinguish whether or not the service is one that 
could be beneficial. The trial can be cancelled at any 
time, and the back to work package requires only 
one-month cancellation notice. Customers can also 
purchase different services for different teams and/
or departments within a business, DocHQ’s flexibility 
is one of its many strong points, and contributes to 
making the company so painless to work with. Once 
working with DocHQ, all employee information will be 
kept secure and confidential through a combination 
of working practices and technology. 

DocHQ has attended a variety of trade shows, 
each as reputable as the next, and has showcased 
its breakthrough service to audiences to great 
acclaim. The company has attended Health and 
Wellbeing at Work 2019, Venturefest South 2019, 
Business Expo 2018, Big Green Event 2018 as well 
as Hampshire Chamber of Commerce events. The 
future is undeniably bright for this young company, 
and growth is inevitable. DocHQ plans to build on 
its already impressive app, furthering its ease of 
use and inclusivity, as well as extending service to 
UK residents even while travelling abroad, as many 
businesses require members of staff to do. With its 
revolutionary ethos and incontrovertibly customer 
focused delivery of service, it’s hard to see the future 
as anything other than blindingly bright for DocHQ, 
who really is your wellbeing partner.

T 0330 088 0645
contactus@dochq.co.uk
www.dochq.co.uk

Healthcare Company of the Month

DocHQ: Your wellbeing partner

mailto:contactus@dochq.co.uk
www.dochq.co.uk
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Prepare food with Robot Coupe
Cover all your food preparation 
needs with Robot Coupe. 
Headquartered in France, but 
with a UK base in Isleworth, Robot 
Coupe can distribute their products 
nationwide, covering kitchens across 
the country, as well as 130 other 
countries by way of its distribution 
network.

The range of products made 
available by Robot Coupe is as 
diverse as the locations they 
distribute to, eradicating all manner 
of culinary obstacles, plus having 
the added touch of its distribution 
partners guaranteeing installation 
and after-sale care, ensuring 
smooth and practical relations and 
operations from the word go.

From vegetable preparation 
machinery, to automatic sieves 
to table top cutters, Robot Coupe 
has the answer. Robot Coupe has 

the largest offering of 
culinary equipment that 
exists today, and can 
subsequently fit any 
situation wherein food 
preparation needs to be 
handled professional and 
efficiently.

The Robot Cook is the world’s first professional heating food 
processor, as well as being the only cooking cutter blender 
available on the market today. Regardless of whether the 
meals you are making are hot, cold, sweet or savoury the 
Robot Cook can ensure that the end products are all equally 
as delicious, and cooked with precision.

The device can heat ingredients to a temperature of 140 
degrees and its 3.7 litre stainless steel bowl can facilitate 
large amounts of produce, while maintaining a consistent 
level of cutting and high speed functionality making the 
machine ideal for fast paced commercial use. The Robot 
Cook parts are also machine washable, and the machine 
itself is easily handled and travelable, which gives the Robot 
Cook the edge in being both practical and convenient as well 
as functional of the highest quality.

The Blixer range is another stand out product line, combining 
blending and mixing in one table top device, with 20 
variations to choose from. Blixers can be used to prepare all 
manner of texture modified foods for people on special diets 
when suffering from Dysphagia.

The device is used largely in hospitals and nursing homes, 
as well as in restaurants 
and crèches. Each 
model functions 
uncomplicatedly, with 
simplistic designs 
unintimidating to those 
that haven’t encountered 
similar devices before. 
A safety device is also 

fitted to prevent access to the blades, along with an integral motor 
breaking device, making the Blixers safe as well as effective.

The Blixers come with see through lids, so the user can monitor the 
progress of what’s going on in the bowl, without having to lift the lid and 
disrupt food preparation.

As well as the hospitality and catering and care industries, Robot Coupe 
also targets education fields, with their products being perfect for 
schools and colleges as a result of their speed and cover capacity.

Customers have repeatedly informed Robot Coupe on how effective and 
easy to use their products are. Covering such a broad range of needs, 
the company is ahead of its game in providing solutions to such a 
diversity of food preparation needs.

Robot Coupe also provides free, no obligation demonstrations and 
training on the use of their range of products, which is demonstrative of 
the level of care the company has in ensuring that its customers get the 
most out of its products. It’s this attentiveness and consistent striving 
for quality among not only the products they produce, but the pre- and 
after-sale care, that sets Robot Coupe aside from its contemporaries.

T 0208 232 1800
marketing@robotcoupe.co.uk
www.robot-coupe.com

Large digital displays measure 
anything in industry!
London Electronics Ltd makes a 
wide range of high performance 
yet affordable large digital 
displays, digital panel meters 
and controllers, all designed 
and built in the UK.

These displays accept most 
industrial sensors and signals, 
and can be easily scaled to 
display exactly the readout 
you need to keep your team 
informed of important live 
process variables.

Ideal for showing synchronised 

time across your factory, 
temperature, humidity, weight, 
pressure, RPM, total, takt time, 
etc.

They come in a wide variety 
of digit heights, colours and 

number of digits, with a handy 
online configuration and pricing 
tool to make selection and 
pricing easy.

They are sealed IP65 all round 
and are designed for use in 
washdown and other harsh 
industrial environments.

Ideal for any process monitoring 
or control application. See the 
website for more information.

T +44 (0)1767 626444
www.london-electronics.com

Test, Measurement & Laboratory News

Hospitality & Catering News

Eight wastes identification checklist
The eight wastes identification 
checklist from Mettler Toledo is 
a template to support laboratory 
managers to carry out an 
efficiency audit of their lab.

This checklist provides a simple 
way to measure the current 
status for any sized lab, and 
can be tailored to individual 
requirements.

Previously ‘The Typical 8 wastes in 
the laboratory’ guide introduced 
an explanation of these 8 wastes, 
with typical laboratory examples, 
and recommendations for how 
to reduce or eliminate waste in 
these situations. 

The latest identification 

checklist takes it one step 
further by providing a template 
to measure the efficiency of a 

specific laboratory based on 
the occurrence of waste in the 
workflows.

This checklist is organised into 
8 sections, based on the 8 
wastes from Lean principles. It 
consists of a series of criteria 
with recommended target values 
that should be met. Based on the 
entries recorded during the audit 
a total score is calculated with a 
maximum of 33.

Any scored below 20 shows 
significant potential for 
improvement.

Contact
T +41 44 944 20 39
www.mt.com/library

Temporary Kitchens and 
Catering Equipment Hire

Mobile Kitchens Ltd specialises in the HIRE 
and SALE of temporary catering facilities 

and foodservice equipment.

We offer a free design 
service, and project 
management from 
concept through to 

delivery and installation 
on site, plus full 

technical support.

For further information or to arrange a site visit, please call us on 0345 812 0800 or 
email: sales@mobilekitchensltd.co.uk or visit our website at: www.mk-hire.co.uk

mailto:marketing@robotcoupe.co.uk
http://www.robot-coupe.com
http://www.london-electronics.com
www.mt.com/library
http://www.mk-hire.co.uk
mailto:sales@mobilekitchensltd.co.uk
http://www.mk-hire.co.uk
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Moda Handbag 
MH Trendy Ltd T/A Moda 
Handbag is a wholesale and 
manufacturing business of 
handbags based in 59a Derby 
Street, Manchester M8 8HW.

We have a huge collection of 
products available to buy online 
and at our store in Manchester. 
Our ranges include ladies and 
men fashion handbags & travel 
bags. Our products change very 
frequently, we stay constantly 
up-to-date with the latest fashion 
and trends. We have many years 
of experience and supply to the 
wide range of customers from 
all over the United Kingdom and 
Europe, supporting them with 
excellent products at the best 
prices, fast & reliable deliveries 
and responsive customer 
service.

Moda Handbag is committed 
to offer the highest quality 
wholesale handbags which are 
functional as well as a must-have 
part of a chic and stylish everyday 
outfit.

We also do MTO (Manufacture 
To Order) for our business 
customers. All customers can 

order bespoke designs with their 
own brand name at economical 
rates.

Every success that our company 
has gained was not possible 
without our prestigious 
customers’ trust, support and 
participation. We offer our 
customers the most on-trend and 
contemporary designs. Moda 
Handbag prides itself on the high 
quality and elegant details of its 
fashion products and excellent 
service has always been its 
priority.

To find out more about Moda 
Handbag, please contact us at:

T 0161 839 1116
info@modahandbag.com
www.modahandbag.com

USB International 
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce 
USB International and our luggage brands – 
Aerolite, 5 Cities, Frenzy, Xtreme and Hoppa – to 
you.

We are a well-established business with 35 
years of extensive experience in the travel 
goods industry. We specialise in importing and 
distributing fashionable, quality and value driven 
products to our customers. Our products are 
uniquely designed and competitively priced with 
a variety of luggage, shopping trolleys, holdalls on 
wheels, backpacks and business bags.

We specialise in 4 wheel ABS, Polycarbonate, 4 
and 8 wheel super lightweight designs with the 
opportunity to make them in  prints, basic plain, 
rip stop, stripes and diamond designs and work 
closely with our creative design and manufacturing 
teams to constantly bring out the best to suit the 
changing market requirements.

Our philosophy is to deliver the best in products, 
prices and services to our esteemed customers. 
This combination further helps our customers’ 
businesses.

Contact: Jeremy Turner
M 07860 914516
jeremy.turner@usbinternational.com

Talking Tables 
Talking Tables is a trusted global 
brand for those who have a 
passion for gathering with their 
friends and family.

We are built on the joy felt when 
planning, sharing and creating 
memories. Our product is 
timeless and multi-generational 
perfect for celebrating and 
laughing.

We continue to be mindful 

of our impact on the planet 
working closing to use 
sustainable materials and 
remove harmful plastic. While 
coming together often involves 
glam and glitter, we want to be 
the leader in ‘partying with a 
conscience’ while still retaining 
the fun and colour.

T +44 (0)20 7627 6767
info@talkingtables.co.uk
www.talkingtables.co.uk

The blue card with a lot of sass!
Blue Beryl produces unique witty, blunt and sometimes 
blue cards and has been successfully producing cards 
for over two years.

The quirky aspect of Blue Beryl is the true attraction of 
their greeting cards. Through their text-based design, 
they display a selection of cleverly worded witty, cheeky 
and rude greetings. With a desire to produce something 
for everyone, they include categories which are a little 
bit different, resulting in an ‘against the norm’ range 
with an array of humorous categories such as Boob 
Jobs, Divorce, Gingers, Weight Loss and Menopause.

Their modern designs and ‘off the cuff’ style have been 
well received within the industry and they already have 
an impressive amount of choice with over 1,000 cards 
in their range. As well as adding new cards they offer 
a unique, free customisation service based upon their 
existing designs where you can request specific wording 
to suit your region, taste or market and all you have to 

have is one pack of 6 cards.

As well as greeting cards Blue Beryl also offers a 
selection of wall art and a quirky range of bottle labels 
designed with funny text such as, “This bottle’s on me 
because I’m the reason you drink!” The labels make an 
ordinary bottle a gift to remember!

For any further information or to explore the range, 
please see details below:
T 01455 633958
www.blueberyl.co.uk

The Carat Shop 
The Carat Shop is delighted to 
announce that we have been 
nominated as a finalist for the LIMA 
International Licensing Awards 2019! 
After entering various categories, 
competing against hundreds of 
submissions, our collaboration 
collection between Warner Bros 
Consumer Products and Crystals 
from Swarovski® caught the eye of 
judges. The range boasts designs 
such as the Golden Snitch, spinning 
Time Turner and the Ravenclaw 
Diadem, all of which are crafted in 
925 Sterling Silver and encrusted 
with 100% genuine Swarovski® 
crystals.

After months of design work and 
liaising closely with Swarovski® as 
an Ingredient Branding partner, 
a collection of Rings, Charms, 
Necklaces and Earrings were 
developed in a select range of 
premium Harry Potter Jewellery.

The collection brought one of a 
kind pieces to the jewellery scene. 
However, with growing exposure 
both in the media and among 
manufacturers and licensors, 
competition against the range has 
increased, meaning the collection 
has seen significant expansion and 
refinement to keep it fresh and 
within the interest of customers.

All of these products come presented 
in the Official Harry Potter branded 
Gift box showing the Warner Bros 
Logo on the reverse. Furthermore, as 
proof of authenticity, The Carat Shop 
has included a Swarovski® branded 
tag with a unique code in the box, 
which customers can enter into the 
Swarovski® crystal website which 
will confirm they have purchased a 
genuine Swarovski® crystal product.

Competing against world renowned 
brands for such a prestigious 

accolade is a huge step forward for 
The Carat Shop, and we hope to 
exceed just nominee status in the 
near future.

For trade enquiries, please contact: 
info@thecaratshop.co.uk or call 
01279 425615.

Artesania Esteban Ferrer 
At Artesania Esteban Ferrer we continue to surprise 
year after year with our extensive collection of nautical 
inspired items. We prioritise our customers’ needs and 
make sure to offer the best suited products for their 
businesses, also offering the option to customise.

We are a three generation family business, which 
originally began with crafting beautiful handmade 
model ships that were sold across the world.
Throughout time we have naturally expanded our 
range of products, now offering over 2,000 nautical 
themed items including lighthouses, reproductions 
of antique navigation instruments, garlands, small 
furniture, complements for the table and desk, bells, 
foutas, bags, caps…

Our own team of designers ensure that we always 
keep up with current nautical trends, with our own 
original designs as well as maintaining the classics.
Furthermore, we are the official distributors for the 
classical French nautical clothing brand Hublot Mode 
Marine in the UK.

Hublot Mode Marine loves the rain, sun and stripes. 
They offer a full wardrobe, with fresh, colourful and 
timeless pieces, which the whole family can wear from 
the smallest cabin boy to the biggest Captain!

You can check out our website at: www.artesfer.com 
and our Instagram @artesaniaestebanferrer to see 
more of us and our inspirations.

Création Group: Animatronics 
created in Denmark
Give your visitors an interactive 
experience for Christmas 2019. 
Création Group’s brand new 
interactive elves make Christmas 
fun. Let Ron, the green elf, greet 
your visitors when they walk by 
his sensor that makes him move 
and say whatever you desire. You 
can also let your youngest visitors 
create magic by rotating the 
handle in front of Santa’s Helper 
so music starts to play, and the 
figure starts to move.

Création Group has for 50 
years been a world leader in 
manufacturing animatronic 
figures for display purposes. Its 
extensive online product portfolio, 
with videos & inspiration, lets you 
see how to create a true magical 
Christmas Grotto for the most 
mesmerising time of the year.

The Danish company handcrafts 

its products in Denmark and 
sells them worldwide to garden 
centres, shopping centres, small 
stores, bakers and amusement 
parks. A unique feature of its 

products is that you can change 
the clothes of the figures to fit all 
seasons of the year, for example 
Easter and Halloween.

Some of its most beloved 
Christmas scenes are its 
Christmas Preparations scene, 
its Santa’s Workshops scenes 
and its Santa and Reindeer band. 
All scenes and products can 
move automatically or through 
interactive handles and buttons.

If 2019 is the year you want to put 
a smile on your customers’ faces 
then beautify your Christmas 
experience with animatronic 
figures from Création Group. 
Make sure to check out the 
website.

T +45 5761 1573
info@creationgroup.eu
www.creationgroup.eu

Trading is what we do
But we go so much further than a trade show. Spring Fair, 
held at Birmingham’s NEC from 3-7 February 2019, is the 
UK’s all-encompassing sourcing marketplace – facilitating 
connections between retailers, exhibitors and marketers. 
The show offered certainty that only scale can provide. 
Encompassing 15 carefully edited show sectors, including 
the co-located Jewellery & Watch, Spring Fair showcased the 
best products, launches and inspiration that 2,500 UK and 
international exhibitors had to offer.

Spring Fair attracted over 56,000 visitors who were looking 
for products that will make their year. Buyers from retail 
businesses across independents, multis and online, plus 
interior designers, contractors, hotel owners, restaurateurs, 
garden centre owners and much more – seeing, touching 
and experiencing new products in person, and meeting the 
people presenting them to the market is what they came to 
experience.

Exhibitors across all sectors were welcome, and if they dealt 
in wholesale, licenced a brand, had their own brand or 
made their own products, there was a place for you at the 
UK’s largest market for home and giftware. Visitors came to 
Spring Fair to look for the newest, most exciting products & 
innovations set to take the year by storm. It was a chance 
to showcase collections, launch new ones, scope out the 
competition, build on old relationships & spark new ones too.

Spring Fair returns to Birmingham’s NEC next year from 
2-6 February 2020. This is our second pick of the best 
exhibitors from this year’s show, listed here in alphabetical 
order: Artesania Esteban Ferrer, Blue Beryl, The Carat 
Shop, Création Group, Deluxebase Ltd, GH Stafford, JML, 
Moda Handbag, The Mountain Chocolate Company, Orkani, 
Samuel Lamont, Talking Tables & USB International. Further 
details can be found on this page and the next.

Contact
www.springfair.com

Spring Fair Review Top 40

mailto:info@modahandbag.com
www.modahandbag.com
mailto:jeremy.turner@usbinternational.com
mailto:info@talkingtables.co.uk
www.talkingtables.co.uk
www.blueberyl.co.uk
mailto:info@thecaratshop.co.uk
world.Throughout
world.Throughout
www.artesfer.com
mailto:info@creationgroup.eu
www.creationgroup.eu
www.springfair.com
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Established in 1947, we are a family business 
spanning four generations. Commencing as 
manufacturers of small leather goods, we became 
one of the first and most successful to diversify into 
importing a wide range of leather goods.

More recently we discontinued all manufacturing 
in favour of working more closely with our suppliers 
in the Far East. We have built up strong ties with 
selected, longstanding suppliers. Our ongoing 
commitment to our manufacturers has enabled us 
to hold in excess of €1m on site to help us meet 
customer requirements. We supply a varied clientele 
including multiple stores, cash & carry outlets, 
independent retailers, and mail order businesses.

Our products include handbags, purses, wallets, 
belts, briefcases, shopping trolleys, umbrellas and 
more, in a variety of materials including differing 
grades of leather and synthetics.

We continually strive to provide quality products at 
remarkable value and our varied price points across 
our range make it suited to most budgets.

If convenient, please view our entire range by visiting 
our showroom in our warehouse in Walsall, only 5 
minutes from Junction 9 of the M6.

Please visit our website at: www.ghstafford.com or 
phone us on 01922 623993 to request a brochure.

Colourful designs with 
Samuel Lamont & Sons
Established in 1830, Samuel 
Lamont & Sons was initially 
one of Northern Ireland’s most 
recognised linen weavers. 

Throughout the 1950s the 
company branched out into 
the textile printing and terry 
towel manufacturing industries, 
and quickly produced an 
unchallengeable range of 
household textile items. 

The company now exports its 
impressive range of products to 
the USA, Australia and Europe, 
while still retaining its head office 
in Northern Ireland.

The product line itself is 
comprised of a versatile and 
desirable range of products, 
covering a demand for both 
aesthetic and practical needs. 

2019 has seen the company 

release a new line of Jaquard Poli 
Dri’s, tea towels decorated with 
charmingly embroidered cats and 
dogs, for those pet lovers amongst 
you.

Samuel Lamont & Sons also 
offers a range of bags, tea towels 
and aprons sporting prints of 
designs produced by Scottish 
artist Ailsa Black. The designs 
are quaint and full of character, 
applying a touch of Scottish 
humour to products that could 
otherwise remain mundane. The 
range sees its products decorated 
with wonderfully bold illustrations 
of highland cattle and hares.

A range of aprons in bags in Beryl 
Cook prints is also available. 
Beryl Cook was an English artist 
who gained global recognition for 
her uniquely comical paintings 
of people enjoying themselves, 
which incidentally make for 

great accessory decorations and 
another colourful addition to 
Samuel Lamont & Sons already 
vibrant catalogue.

For the full catalogue, visit the 
Samuel Lamont & Sons website 
below. 

Contact
T 028 3831 1980
joe.lamont@samuellamont.co.uk
www.samuellamont.co.uk

Deluxebase Ltd
This year, Deluxebase Ltd is celebrating 
25 years of developing and manufacturing 
exciting and innovative toy and gift 
products. In this time, it has consistently 
provided on time delivery and first-rate 
customer service to distributors, retail 
chains and independent retailers globally.

Deluxebase ships to customers in all the 
major world markets from its UK and Hong 
Kong warehouses. It is a priority for it to 
ensure that the factories it uses meet 
internationally recognised environmental & 
social accountability standards & its items 
meet all relevant product safety standards.
The ranges of toys and lenticular 3D it offers 

are constantly evolving and expanding. 
A large number of new items have been 
introduced in 2019, including animal 
shaped Erazer Buddies and the bright, foil 
Ballooniacs range. It has also expanded 
on its extremely popular Inflatimals range; 
inflatable sticks with animal designs which 
inflate to 1.4m long!

3D LiveLife is the world leading range 
of high definition lenticular images 
mounted as pictures, postcards, magnets, 
bookmarks, jotters, and drinks coasters, to 
name a few. The images used are carefully 
selected for the quality, attractiveness and 
relevance to the market and the featured 

artists are recognised as being in the 
forefront of the 3D field.

T +44 (0)1482 880050
F +44 (0)1482 883225
sales@deluxebase.com
www.deluxebase.com

JML’s experience in maximising 
ROI from any provided space
The Spring Fair has always been a great opportunity to 
meet with our retail partners and greet new businesses all 
searching for the latest innovative products.

It’s no secret that retail is having to evolve quickly to ensure 
a steady stream of product interest and increased footfall 
through their doors. One thing we took away from many of 
our meetings; we still know how to ensure the best ROI for 
our partners from the sq ft space we are afforded. With a 
mix of individual innovations and our established brand 
lines, we’ve ensured each distinctive space caters for those 
who browse the store.

Some of the ranges we’ve already seen success with this 
year include:

 ● Copper Stone Pans – Going from strength to strength, 
our durable and stylish pans continue to thrive as we 
increase their media visibility. One of the ranges all our 
own employees use in their homes and a tribute to its 
growing success, we look forward to furthering sales 
across the country in 2019.

 ● Chillmax Air – A bestselling air-cooler with an updated 
design and the expectation of another UK heatwave, 
already makes this a highly sought-after item. If you’re 
seeking a high ROI product with a small stand footprint, 
get in touch with our team about stock options.

Pricing and stand options?
If you would like to know more about how we can deliver 
high ROI for any size of space, please get in contact with us.

Contact: James Thompson
M 07776 145916
James.Thompson@jmlgroup.co.uk
www.jmldirect.com

The Mountain Chocolate Company 
The Mountain Chocolate Company produces a souvenir 
edible product that fills the gap between artisan and mass-
produced chocolate, providing an instantly recognisable 
chocolate postcard bar in the style of the vintage posters 
of the 1940s. Handcrafted in Wales, the unique product 
captures a sense of place and great taste. Custom bars can 
be produced for any major tourist attraction, business or 
location.

The bars work equally well as a gift item or an indulgent 
treat with striking designs that would be well placed on a 
wall as in a confectionery counter. With a style and function 
that can be produced for any major tourist attraction.

“You have found a niche in a very crowded market” were 
the encouraging words that were given by a well-known 
chocolate importer at the launch of the company at the 
Speciality & Fine Foods Fair in September 2018.

The company has gained rapid traction in just a few short 
months since launching and is already established across 
the country in places such as Fenwicks Department 
Stores, producing own label bars for some of the UK’s top 
attractions including the British Museum and supplying 
into a number of businesses and institutions such as 
Continuum Attractions, The National Trust and Zipworld to 
name but a few.

Contact
M +44 (0)7905 239601
info@mountain-chocolate.co.uk
www.mountain-chocolate.co.uk

Love your skin with Orkani
Harbouring a wealth of benefits for your 
skin, nature's treasures are at the heart of 
creating an environmentally-considerate 
and complexion-enhancing skincare 
regime. Orkani Skincare's mission is to 
provide real solutions to skin concerns, 
using pure, organic and unrefined 
ingredients that are suitable for all skin 
types.

The high quality of their ingredients 
ensures the greatest value to their clients 
in maintaining healthy, radiant skin. Their 
belief is in the combined power of a healthy 
lifestyle, balanced mind, enlightened soul 
and fulfilling skincare.

The company’s skincare range includes 

cleansers, eye care, facial oil, jade roller 
and moisturiser, all of which are made 
naturally and of a quality scarcely matched 
by competitors. Each product promises to 
leave the skin feeling healthier and looking 
younger. Orkani also boasts a range of 
facial oils, rich in vitamins and omega, 
nourishing your skin and replacing lost 
moisture, suitable for all skin types. 

As well as skin care, Orkani presents an 
irresistible line of bath bombs and soaps, 
spreading its traditional values and body 
loving sentiment to further afield areas 
of the beauty and hygiene market. From 
Carrot, Orange and Geranium Soap, to 
Soothing Lavender Bath Bombs Orkani 
has it all. For more information on Orkani’s 

tantalising product line, be sure to browse 
their website.

M 07963 785425
orkaniskincare@gmail.com
www.orkani.com
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www.ghstafford.com
mailto:joe.lamont@samuellamont.co.uk
www.samuellamont.co.uk
mailto:sales@deluxebase.com
www.deluxebase.com
mailto:James.Thompson@jmlgroup.co.uk
www.jmldirect.com
mailto:info%40mountain-chocolate.co.uk%0D?subject=
http://www.mountain-chocolate.co.uk
mailto:orkaniskincare@gmail.com
www.orkani.com
mailto:sales%40deluxebase.com?subject=
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Accrosoft 
Accrosoft is a software 
company developing new and 
innovative communication 
platform solutions. Their 
products have been 
implemented in schools and 
academies around the world.

WEDUC integrates with pre-
existing MIS systems, syncing 
parent, student and teacher 
data. The product has been 
designed with not only parents, 
but office teams in mind, and 
therefore the monotony of the 
more administrative aspects of 
the educatory system is all but 
abolished. 

With one easy to use 
app, parent messaging, 
absence reporting and 
school payments can all be 
managed in easily digested 

chunks, compartmentalised 
to be comprehensible and 
effortlessly accessed. The 
app can even go so far as to 
offer parents opportunities 
to book parent evening slots, 
completely cutting out the use 
of paper all together. 

This not only ensures a 
smoother running evening for 
parents, but for teachers and 
administrative staff too. 

Accrosoft are also helping HR 
and recruitment build efficient 
recruitment processes, whilst 
enhancing an organisations 
recruitment brand via  
www.vacancyfiller.co.uk and 
www.ukschooljobs.com

Contact
T 01509 221349
andy@weduc.co.uk
www.accrosoft.com
www.weduc.co.uk

Plagiarism. The word sends 
shivers down the spines of 
students, lecturers, professionals 
and academics. There’s nothing 
worse than discovering content 
is plagiarised – whether one of 
your students, a content writer 
or employee. Plagiarised content 
can ruin degrees and careers, or 
even bring costly legal action and 
copyright issues to your company. 
So why risk it?

In the United Kingdom, The 
Times newspaper revealed that 
around 0.7% of UK students are 
accused of cheating. This statistic 

amounts to around 17,000 
students per year out of just over 
2.4 million.

Want to prevent your students 
from plagiarising their work or 
verify content produced for your 
organisation?

Viper can work with academic 
institutions and businesses to 
provide personalised quotes 
to suit your needs, including 
additional integration and 
features where required.

We operate on simple pay-as-

you go pricing, meaning you only 
need to pay for the credits you 
need to scan the documents you 
have to review. No complicated 
subscriptions or messy price 
plans – just simple, easy pricing.

So, what are you waiting for? 
Protect yourself from plagiarism 
and get scanning today – visit: 
www.scanmyessay.com now!

Putting a stop to the 
rise of plagiarism

Stimulating teaching biology in 
schools: EzMol and BioBlox2D
Two new resources for stimulating students to 
engage with biology and chemistry at schools have 
been developed by teams at Imperial College London 
and Goldsmiths College.

The first is a free web-based molecular graphics 
program (EzMol) which is linked to an A-level tutorial 
on the structure of proteins and nucleic acids  
(www.ezmol.org). Via the EzMol website, a student 
can easily upload a molecule of interest, choose a 
view, interactively select and colour the regions of 
interest, and then save an image to use in an essay, 
particularly the EPQ. EzMol brings to life proteins 
and nucleic acid structures that are shown as flat 
representations in text books.

The second is a free mobile game BioBlox2D  
(www.bioblox.org) which is inspired by the process 
of how biological molecules recognise one and other. 
This is captured in the game because the player 
has to manipulate small fragments into a target 
matching not only shapes but also complementary 
red and blue colours which model negative and 
positive charges. BioBlox2D provides a game that 

is fun-to-play linked to a teaching resource that will 
enthuse students about biology and chemistry. 
BioBlox2D is free to download from the App Store 
and Google Play.

Contact Professor Michael Sternberg at: 
m.sternberg@imperial.ac.uk

Bringing STEM projects to life

ToodleBit is the perfect tool to bring STEM projects 
to life within a primary setting. It provides the link 
between the programming elements of computing 
and the physical design, making and testing aspects 
of STEM projects.

ToodleBit’s online classroom provides animated 
videos and detailed lesson plans that guide both 
the teacher and pupils through each lesson, 
demonstrating how to code the Micro:Bit and 
explaining key concepts.

Included are support and extension activities that 
enable pupils to work at their own pace and develop 
independence from the teacher. Included in the price 
are all the components needed to make the various 
projects including Micro:Bits & storage containers.

Schools are using the ToodleBit package to design, 
make and code their own games and tools which 
include an anemometer, mini smart home (that 
automatically turns lights on or off according to light 
levels and a fan when the temperature rises), traffic 
light systems and are even learning how to send 
Morse code messages across the classroom!

Pupils work together, learning how to share ideas, 
and identify and solve problems.

Get ToodleBit in your school from only £399.

Contact
T 01752 875660
Matthew@ToodleBit.com
www.ToodleBit.com

Cambium Networks 
In today’s multimedia education environment, 
IT managers at primary, secondary and higher 
education institutions need to provide an optimal 
client experience for users and devices that 
delivers robust security and reduced capital and 
maintenance costs.

The Cambium Networks complete wireless 
connectivity solution for education includes 
enterprise-class cnPilot™ Wi-Fi access layer networks, 
cnMaestro™ cloud management and cnMatrix™ 
switching.

 ● cnPilot™ indoor and outdoor access points are 
designed for high-density and high-capacity Wi-Fi 
in both software and hardware design

 ● The cnMaestro™ management system delivers 
end-to-end network visibility, single pane of glass 

reporting and integrated help desk tools to bring 
the network to the operations centre

 ● cnMatrix™ switches simplify network deployment 
and operation

Contact Cambium Networks for more detail on how 
you can implement an affordable, scalable, reliable, 
easy to install network that will provide complete 
campus coverage.

Contact: Mr Dan McCarthy, Regional Sales 
Manager
M +44 (0)7836 256033
dan.mccarthy@cambiumnetworks.com

We are Encyclopaedia Britannica
We innovate how the world learns through credible 
and memorable experiences.

We are Encyclopaedia Britannica, the world-wide 
leader at the forefront of the information revolution 
for 250 years. We have empowered the way the 
world teaches and learns, and we continue to pave 
the way in reimagining discovery and inquiry.

We serve students, families, scholars, community 
members, and educators around the world. While 
we may have originated in print, we have evolved 
into a powerhouse, multimedia educational 
brand to suit the evolving needs of lifelong 
learners today.

Most recently we launched the latest in our 
repertoire of resources, LumieLabs; designed to 
disrupt the status quo and shape a new future for 
classroom learning, with video!

LumieLabs uses video creation and digital 
storytelling to harness students’ passion and 
natural engagement with media and bring it 
into the classroom. It helps them become skilled 
collaborators, communicators, and media-savvy 
consumers with enhanced critical-thinking skills.

Visit us at: www.Britannica.co.uk or  
www.Lumielabs.com to find out more and join us 
inspiring curiosity and the joy of learning as we 
help shape the world’s future leaders!

Contact: Perry Pearcey
T 0207 500 7800
ppearcey@britannica.co.uk

Bett: Exhibitors and speakers continue to transform education
23-26 January 2019 saw the global education community 
come together in London for the 35th year, to discuss the 
future of education. Over 800 leading companies, 100 
edtech start-ups and 34,000 visitors attended the annual 
Bett Show.

For the first time, The Education Show took place at the 
ExCeL alongside the show. The Education Show attracted 
over 7,000 visitors, including 3,000 school leaders. 
Both shows offered an opportunity for leaders in the 
education sector to exchange best practice and share 
their inspiration.

UK Secretary of State for Education, Damian Hinds, 

opened the Bett Show, recognising the importance of 
the show as a forum for discovering the wide showcase 
of technology on offer in the edtech market. “There’s 
no better example of an efficient market working well 
than here in the ExCeL,” he said, pointing to how Bett is 
“bringing together buyers, sellers, the interested and the 
curious to test and see what is on offer.”

In addition to product launches, there was a range of 
inspiring talks and discussion panels across the show’s 
stages.

Discovery Education’s discussion panel focused on the 
shared responsibility for teaching children how to spot 

fake news. Panellists agreed that the need to prepare 
children for the world of disinformation has never been 
greater.

Both shows return to ExCeL London side-by-side from 
22nd-25th January 2020. This is our second pick 
of the best exhibitors from this year’s show, listed 
here in alphabetical order: Accrosoft, All Answers, 
Cambium Networks, CPOMS Systems, Create Education, 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Imperial College London & 
ToodleBit. Further details can be found on this page and 
the next.

www.bettshow.com

Bett Review Top 20
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CREATE Education 
The Create Education Project 
brings together game-changing 
technology with inspirational 
content and creative minds. 

Our overwhelming passion is to 
make a difference in the lives of 
young people by enabling and 
supporting educators to provide 
their students with the skills 
required to enter employment 
within an industry 4.0 world.

As part of this mission, we provide 
a growing library of resources to 
help introduce and embed 3D 
printing into schools, including 
FREE curriculum guides, lesson 
resources, projects, tutorials and 
more. For schools interested 
in trialling 3D printing, we also 
offer a FREE loan scheme where 
we provide an Ultimaker 3D 

printer and some filament for a 
period of up to 4 weeks to allow 
schools to do all the 3D printing 
they require with their students. 
All our 3D printing technology 
and professional development 
programmes are available to 
purchase directly via our user-
friendly marketplace.

At Create Education, we have 
also developed our very own 
online education community 
platform with a vision of 
providing the bridge between 
technology and teachers. Create 
Connect provides educators 
interested in STEAM and maker 
education with the opportunity 
to discuss common issues and 
create solutions for integrating 
technology into their classrooms, 
labs and makerspaces.

T 01257 276116
enquiries@createeducation.com
www.createeducation.com
www.createeducation.com/
connect
https://marketplace.
createeducation.com

www.twitter.com/
CREATE_EDU_PROJ
www.facebook.com/
createeducationproject
www.instagram.com/
createeducation
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCgLR8KbhykOxgrAC_I3jOFw

CPOMS: Child protection software
CPOMS is a BETT award-
winning software application 
for monitoring child protection, 
safeguarding, SEND and a range 
of pastoral and welfare issues. 

Staff are able to record concerns 
about students which are sent 
immediately to the most relevant 
members of the school team 
– ensuring that students are 
protected, and that the school 
has high-quality records.

Working alongside a school’s 
existing safeguarding processes, 
CPOMS is customised to draw 
lines between child protection, 
mental health, bullying, 
domestic issues and any other 
type of wellbeing concerns you 
may have.

At CPOMS we’ve invested heavily 
in both the functionality of the 
system but also uniquely the 
level of customer service we 
provide, always on hand to 
speak directly to a school. It is 
both this commitment to service 
and constant enhancement of 
our 4th generation software that 
we feel explain why CPOMS is 
the clear market leader, trusted 
by over 9,800 schools in the 
UK and Internationally – it’s 
“the glue that pulls everything 

together”.

“I had heard wonderful things 
about CPOMS and not only does 
it live up to those promises, it 
excels them. From a reliable 
self-explanatory simple to use 
system, right up to excellent and 
accessible customer service, 
it’s just thoroughly worth every 
penny!”

Contact: Laura Wild
servicepoint@cpoms.co.uk

Celebrating a global society
Aeroplanes, the internet and 
smartphones. They have all made 
this world far more accessible and 
we are truly becoming a global 
society.

This was something we wanted to 
celebrate at Seven Deadly Sins 
Ltd. When developing our exciting 
and fun range of drinks we thought 
about how we could do just that.

Then it hit us. We are a drinks 
manufacturer!! All over this great 
big wonderful world people get 
together for social gatherings 
where a tipple or two will always 
be enjoyed. So, after hours on 
Google we had identified some of 
the most popular drinks around 
world.

Many weeks of testing later we 
had developed recipes matching 
flavours from those drinks with 
other exotic ones creating a whole 
new fantastic drinking experience 
we proudly call the SDS Sins.

So, if you are looking for something 
the like of which you’ve never 
tasted before SDS is here to give 
you just that.

Try a glass of our Saint & Sinner 
with a shot of our Envy Sin and let 
the taste of Chibuku and lemon 
take you across the veldt into the 
savanna and beyond.

Enjoy our Signature Sinner Shot 
with Pride and roam from the 
banks of the Danube to the 
foothills of the Carpathians with 
that hint of Tuica and wild berries 
on your lips.

Or go on a world tour when you 
create your Summer of Sins 
cocktail!

Wherever your destination we look 
forward to you being part of our 
journey.

T 020 8068 6660
info@seven-deadly-sins.co.uk
https://seven-deadly-sins.co.uk

www.twitter.com/SDSdrinks
www.facebook.com/SDSdrinks
www.instagram.com/SDSdrinks
LinkedIn: Seven Deadly Sins 
Limited

Deerness 
Distillery 

Spontaneous, self-sufficient, and with a little spirit 
thrown in for good measure, that’s Stuart and Adelle 
Brown, founders of Deerness Distillery – Orkney’s 
first distillery for over 130 years. It is here that they 
produce the multi-award winning Sea Glass Gin, new 
Scuttled Gin (pictured above) and the Island’s only 
distilled vodka.

From their purpose-built distillery at the side of their 
home in Deerness, Orkney, they launched their 
products Sea Glass Gin and Into the Wild Vodka back 
in May 2017, after a year of construction and product 
development. The distillery boasts a beautiful shop 
as well as tours and tastings of their spirits. Plans are 
afoot for a café and extending their spirits with a small 
batch rum and small batch whisky.

Deerness Distillery spirits are a must try if you’re 
looking for an exclusive premium gin or vodka, visit: 
www.deernessdistillery.com

Bett Review Top 20

Food & Drink Products & Services News

Kendamil: The most natural & only 
British made infant formula
Kendal Nutricare set out on a journey 3 years ago 
to create the greatest infant formula in the world. 
We held focus groups with consumers, looked at 
competitor products and discovered the big issues 
were infants were not sleeping well and were 
suffering with allergic responses including eczema, 
colic, reflux and constipation. Our formulators 
listened carefully and set out to replace the use of 
palm oils and fish oils to eliminate these allergic 
responses.

Our scientists discovered that traditional recipes 
going back 40 years ago proudly used the full cream 
mammals milk fats to get as close to breast milk. 
So by returning to using traditional locally sourced 
wholesome ingredients from Red tractor certified 
farms around the English Lake District, Unesco world 
heritage site, we created KENDAMIL. We added 
Omega 3 sourced from pure marine algae making 
KENDAMIL one of the few truly vegetarian infant 
formulas in the world. In 2017 Kendamil won two 
gold awards in Valentia as the best infant formulas in 
the world – Kendamil and Kendamil Organic.

Kendal Nutricare proudly adheres to the corporate 
social responsibility goals of the Commonwealth and 
the World Health Organisation, by making sure all our 
ingredients are ethically sourced, that our suppliers’ 
staff are fairly paid and that we help protect the 
rainforest environment and our farmers protect the 
welfare of their livestock. KENDAMIL contains no 
GMOs, no soya, no 
maltodextrin, no fish 
oils and no palm oil.

Contact
T 01539 877100
www.kendalnutricare.com

CPOMS

mailto:enquiries@createeducation.com
www.createeducation.com
www.createeducation.com/connect
www.createeducation.com/connect
https://marketplace.createeducation.com
https://marketplace.createeducation.com
http://www.twitter.com/CREATE_EDU_PROJ
http://www.twitter.com/CREATE_EDU_PROJ
www.facebook.com/createeducationproject
www.facebook.com/createeducationproject
www.instagram.com/createeducation
www.instagram.com/createeducation
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgLR8KbhykOxgrAC_I3jOFw
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgLR8KbhykOxgrAC_I3jOFw
mailto:servicepoint@cpoms.co.uk
mailto:info%40seven-deadly-sins.co.uk%0D?subject=
https://seven-deadly-sins.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SDSdrinks
www.facebook.com/SDSdrinks
www.instagram.com/SDSdrinks
www.deernessdistillery.com
www.kendalnutricare.com
http://www.melines-sauce.com
http://www.frenchflint.com
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New take on 
e-learning
Warrington-
based hygiene 
specialist, 
Christeyns Food 
Hygiene, has 
recently launched 
Moviemento, 
the UK’s first 
fully adaptable 
Learning 
Management System and e-learning package designed 
to meet the stringent hygiene requirements of food and 
beverage production environments.

The unique platform is a result of the collaboration between 
government agencies, food and beverage safety experts 
and online training specialists and provides seamless, 
up-to-date management of all training programmes, whilst 
simplifying the process of knowledge sharing across an 
organisation.

Moviemento differs from traditional e-learning in that it 
not only offers the ability to tailor and personalise the 
existing content, but also to add company specific training 
resources; site rules, practices, policies, procedures, in 
various formats such as of photographs, animations or 
video clips, thus ensuring full engagement, relevance and 
understanding for users.

The platform is also personalised to look and feel like a 
company’s own website, incorporating elements such 
as branding and ethos so the user feels immediately 
comfortable.

By law, all food and beverage handlers must have an 
understanding of basic hygiene principles & must know how 
to work safely to avoid contamination. E-learning offers a 
fast and flexible way to achieve this that helps ensure staff 
are up to date with industry developments and compliant.

In such a competitive industry, it is essential that 
companies can provide accurate and up to date audits and 
demonstrate competency of staff. Moviemento provides 
HR managers with an easy to use training solution and 
offers peace of mind when it comes to managing food and 
beverage safety.

www.christeynsfoodhygiene.co.uk

Industrial News

J Coker Ltd are a long-established UK manufacturer of 
rubber and silicone moulded components. Now run by 
third-generation family members, we have a wealth of 
knowledge and experience to meet your needs.

We offer a total end to end solution; from the 
provision of tool-making and prototype design; through 
compound selection; to high quality manufacture to 
ISO 9001:2015.

With our own compounding facilities, we will 
manufacture in the most appropriate material to meet 
your needs.

Whether you are looking for: abrasion or tear 
resistance; extreme operating temperatures or flame 

retardancy, we will recommend a compound to suit.

We provide high quality tool making using our fully 
equipped CNC HAAS Tool Room Milling Centres. But if 
you have existing tooling, we are happy to use it.

Using fully automated Panstone moulding machines 
we cater for any size production run from 50 pieces to 
50,000 and more. We even have extra-large machines 
capable of manufacture up to 1.6m x 0.8m. That’s why 

we’ve been successfully making the global ViPR fitness 
product.

“J Coker Ltd was instrumental in the initial 
development and now, ongoing production of the 
hugely successful ViPR fitness product. This product 
was seen on ‘The Biggest Loser’ all over the world and 
is now featured in the top Health Clubs worldwide. 
Coker’s are a pleasure to work with, and always 
do more than necessary.’ Brent Hallo, CEO Fitness 
Professionals.

Contact: Andrew Coker
T 01795 535008 
andy@j-coker.co.uk
www.j-coker.co.uk

Rubber component manufacturing in the UK

In order to 
support 
employers 
compliance 
with the recent 
HSE welding 
fume update, 
Impact Technical 
Services are 
offering a free 
site assessment to UK businesses who are concerned their 
current efforts are no longer adequate.

Impact Technical Services provide LEV systems, equipment 
and testing to completely remove the hazardous fume 
from the working area. It is specialised and experienced 
at dealing with this type of welding fume and are on hand 
to ensure you are fully compliant and protecting your 
workforce. The free assessment includes a site visit by 
an experienced LEV technician who will check and advise 
you on your current fume control methods to ensure 
you are adequately protecting your workforce. The HSE 
announcement, dated February 2019, explains that while 
general ventilation was deemed adequate protection from 
mild steel welding fume, it is now insufficient and that 
Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) systems and Respiratory 
Protective Equipment (RPE) is required as a result of the 
findings.
  
With immediate effect, there is a strengthening of HSE’s 
enforcement expectation for all welding fume, including 
mild steel welding; because general ventilation does not 
achieve the necessary control. While welding fume was the 
focus of this new evidence, cutting and burning processes 
can also produce significant metal fume. Paragraph 24 of 
the guidance to the Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health Regulations 2002 (COSHH) recommends employers 
review their risk assessments and controls in the light of 
such new knowledge.

T 0116 244 8855 
enquiries@impactts.co.uk

Impact offers 
FREE site 
assessment 
after HSE 
welding update

www.christeynsfoodhygiene.co.uk
http://www.j-coker.co.uk
mailto:andy%40j-coker.co.uk?subject=
http://www.j-coker.co.uk
http://www.accurate-laser.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@impactts.co.uk
http://www.bfpatrainingacademy.co.uk
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Innovative new 
automation 
system delivers 
enhanced lean 
manufacturing
Taking the 
stress out of pre-
stressing, Design 
& Automation 
Solutions recently 
worked with 
European Springs 
& Pressings 
(ESP) delivering 
a unique system, 
with the design and manufacture of an automated spring 
pre-stressing machine.

Design & Automation Solutions took conceptual ideas 
from ESP to design and deliver a new fully automated pre-
stressing machine (which improves the life and load bearing 
capacity of a spring), reducing waste across multiple 
processes.

Michael Gibbs, Managing Director of ESP in Cornwall, says, 
“Lean manufacturing has been key to our success and 
enhanced automation not only increases our efficiencies in 
operations and production but also on the balance sheet, 
as we estimate a pay-back period within just 5 years.”

Mick Stallwood, Director of Design & Automation Solutions, 
concludes, “Manufacturers are under constant pressure to 
increase productivity. Multiple factors demand more out of 
them and they demand more out of their equipment. This 
is where we step in. Our expertise in advancing processes 
with bespoke automation, have been utilised world-wide 
and to design a first for one of the world’s leading spring 
manufacturers, is something we’re very proud of.”

For more information on Design & Automation Solutions, 
visit: www.designandautomation.com

Lorien appoints 
Senior Packaging 
Engineer
Lorien 
Engineering 
Solutions has 
appointed a 
senior engineer 
to its UK team 
based at Burton-
upon-Trent. The 
multi-disciplinary 
engineering 
and project 
management 
business has 
appointed Julian 
Harris (pictured) 
as Principal 
Engineer to 
head up its 
packaging division.

Julian is a trained chemical engineer with 14 years 
of project engineering expertise gained within the 
automotive and food and drink industries. He has worked 
extensively on international projects.

Julian joins Lorien from Jaguar Land Rover, where he 
managed CAPEX programmes around the introduction 
of new models including feasibility and cost impact 
analysis, specification, installation and commissioning 
supervision, project planning and budgeting.

Previously he worked for nine years as a project engineer 
within the food and drink sector. He delivered technical 
solutions including the design and implementation of 
fresh food packing lines, supporting a major distillery 
expansion project and design and implementation 
management for snack production lines.

At Lorien, Julian will lead on innovative packaging 
solutions using renewable technologies for the food and 
drink, brewing and pharmaceutical sectors. Initially he 
will lead on packaging projects in the snack industry.

Outside of work Julian is in the Army Reserve. He holds 
the rank of Major and runs a Light Cavalry Squadron 
consisting of 75 soldiers where he leads on career 
management and exercise planning.

www.gpstrategies.com

Industrial News

Powerful in-line crusher

Introducing the PIPELINE DELUMPER®, a powerful 
in-line crusher that chops, destroys, disperses 
and suspends tough solids in fully enclosed pipe 
systems. This unit eliminates blockages, works the 
stream to free flow and prevents damage to pumps 
and other equipment. It is suitable for wet, dry, 
pressure or gravity systems.

The ultra-compact, straight through PIPELINE 
DELUMPER® is designed for easy installation. This 
fluid tight pressure rated unit has the full throughput 
capacity of the pipe to which it is connected. Its 

working principle employs rugged impeller teeth 
passing through a heavy bar grating to reduce the 
size of the product. These teeth completely clear 
the slots of the bar grating and at the same time 
clean the entire pipe cross section area. A choice 
of packing seals or mechanical seals is provided 
in a convenient cartridge housing. The machine is 
fabricated in carbon and stainless steel in 3” to 24” 
pipe sizes.

T +44 (0)161 302 7055 (Manchester, UK)
T 001 973 535 9200 (USA)
info@franklinmiller.com
www.franklinmiller.com

PIPELINE DELUMPER®

www.designandautomation.com
www.gpstrategies.com
http://www.unisig.com
http://www.ebpglobal.com
http://www.respol.co.uk
mailto:info@franklinmiller.com
www.franklinmiller.com
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Surface Finishing News

Curtiss-Wright have a commendable history behind 
them, having been founded by three of the world’s 
most celebrated aviation pioneers, Orville and 
Wilbur Wright and Mr Glenn Curtiss, one of the 
forerunners of naval aviation. Their companies, the 
‘Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Company’ and ‘Wright 
Aeronautical Corporation’ merged in 1929 in order 
to create Curtiss-Wright. Today Curtiss-Wright is 
one of the world’s leading advanced engineering 
companies, having diversified and branched out into 
numerous different technologies across multiple 
sectors, including commercial and industrial, 
defence, power, metals, aerospace and much more.  
At the turn of the 21st Century, Curtiss-Wright had 
grown into a multi-national company, with global 

sales of over $2 billion and having acquired almost 
60 businesses. Many of these companies still 
operate under their original name, such as Metal 
Improvement Company, Bolt’s Metallizing, IMR Test 
Labs, Component Coating and Repair Services and 
more who now are part of Curtiss-Wright Surface 
Technologies. These various divisions offer a wide 
variety of different specialised surface treatments 
such as thermal spray coatings, solid film lubricants, 
shot peening technology and much more. 

Curtiss-Wright Surface Technology, one of their 
most well-known and international subsidiaries, 
specialises in providing material surface treatment 
solutions, focuses on enhancing the performance of 
critical materials and components. As many of their 
clients are in heavy engineering based industries, 

critical components are often of vital importance. 

Not only do they need to be specially designed 
to precision specifications, but they need to be 
long lasting and properly maintained too. Curtiss-
Wright Surface Technology can offer clients a 
comprehensive material treatments service that 
covers silicone, plastic and electronic components, 
coatings, shot and laser peening, material analysis, 
testing, repair and maintenance. 

Curtiss-Wright Surface Technology can provide 
mechanical and metallurgical testing services for a 
range of different materials and components through 
IMR Test Labs. Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies 
uses only the most advanced technology and 
methods in order to conduct fatigue testing, thermal 
spray coating analyses, metallurgical and failure 
analyses, accelerated weathering and corrosion 
testing, weld testing and much more.

When it comes to engineered coatings, Curtiss-
Wright Surface Technologies have a wide scope of 
services, including providing thermal management, 
corrosion and erosion, and protection and repair 
of turbine components. Curtiss-Wright Surface 
Technology can provide protective engineered 

coatings or metal coatings to protect components 
from the environment, corrosion, heat, and wear. As 
they can ensure protection for components of any 

size or complexity, they have a vast client base made 
up of those seeking their protective coating services, 
including the aerospace, oil, gas, automotive and 
medical industries.  

Their range of coating solutions includes thermal 
spray/HVOF coatings, solid film lubricants, liquid 
coatings, and parylene conformal coatings. Not only 
that, but Curtiss-Wright Surface Technology also 
offer repair and overhaul for gas 
and steam turbine components, 
as well as laboratory testing and 
process verification for: salt spray 
corrosion testing, UV testing 
and development of their own 
bespoke coating systems such as 
Everlube®, Microseal, and Flurene 
Lube-Lok®, sacrificial aluminium 
coatings, diffusion coatings and 
pre-treatments. 

Metal and material surface 
solutions are a huge part of 
why Curtiss-Wright Surface 
Technology has become such 
an internationally recognised 
name. In addition to their famous 
controlled shot peening process, 
the company can provide highly 
effective and controlled Laser 

Peening for components in turbine engines, aircraft 
structures, wing skins and more. 

This specialist process puts exceptionally deep 
residual compressive stress in certain parts of a 
component to prevent crack initiation and fatigue. 
Not only does this allow the component to resist 
damage from erosion, strike damage, fretting, and 
corrosion, but it can also better withstand pressure 
from both low cycle/high stress and high cycle/
low stress situations. Better yet, their laser peening 
ensures quality control, precise application and 
poses no risk of process contamination.  

Preventing the failure of critical components is a 
huge concern for clients, and is one of the most 
highly sought after services from Curtiss-Wright 
Surface Technologies. Problems can be caused due 
to any number of reasons throughout the component 
design process, whether it’s the choice of materials 
used, incorrect assembly, or damage to the parts 
caused by bending, rolling or forging. 

Components of any type can be damaged, such as 
blade roots, rotating rings and tie wire holes used 
in Aero-Engines, fasteners and stringers used in 
Airframes, and torsion bars, gears and keyways, 
which are used to make Crankshafts and more. 
Thankfully Curtiss-Wright Surface Technology have a 
large array of solutions, including but not limited to: 
C.A.S.E. isotropic superfinishing, Parylene coating, 
Thermal barrier coatings, Cathodic protection and 
much more. 

If you would like to find out more about Curtiss-
Wright Surface Technologies and their many 
specialised, services and solutions, then be sure to 
get in contact with the company today. Alternatively, 
you can find out more about the company by visiting 
the website below, where information, animations 
case studies and links to their many services can 
also be found.

T 01635 279621
www.cwst.co.uk

Experts in life extension of 
materials & critical components

www.cwst.co.uk
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The large-
scale River 

of Life project 
based on 
Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, has 
as part of its 
objectives 
to reduce the number of small treatment 
plants, concentrating wastewater treatment 
in a smaller number of modern, high quality 
operations. Pulsar Process Measurement 
has supplied, via its Malaysian distributor 
HSA a FlowCERT system for open channel 
flow measurement to Ekovest KL Bund Sdn 
Bhd (EKLB), main contractors for the Bunus 
Sewage Treatment Plant (STP), which is 
being expanded from its current 750,000PE 
(population equivalent) capacity to as much as 
3,000,000PE, without requiring additional land.

It would have been prohibitively expensive 
to have installed a Parshall flume for the 
expanded capacity of the treatment works, so 
HSA proposed a Pulsar measurement system 
to operate effectively within a concrete inlet 
pipe was required. For open channels without 
a primary measurement device (PMD), Pulsar 
Process Measurement’s FlowCERT system 
makes a velocity x area calculation of flow rate 
by combining measurements made by a pair of 
non-contacting sensors – Pulsar’s MicroFlow 
RADAR velocity sensor and dBMACH3 
ultrasonic level.

MicroFlow uses RADAR a spread spectrum 
analysis technique to measure flow velocity 
across the width of the flow, while the 
dBMACH3 uses the familiar time-of-flight 
ultrasonic principle, its high frequency 125kHz 
operation contributing to a high accuracy 
measurement. Both MicroFlow and dBMACH3 
perform initial signal processing within the 
transducer, before the measurements are 
integrated within the FlowCERT controller 
to calculate the flow rate, which can then 
be communicated to the Bunus STP control 
system. FlowCERT is pre-configured with the 
equations necessary to calculate the flow 
rate as the level and velocity changes within 
a round section pipe and is also pre-loaded 
with the necessary equations for other channel 
shapes.

The Pulsar equipment is compact and easily 
installed and configured, and Pulsar supported 
the installation from its Sales Office in Kuala 
Lumpur.

T +44 (0)1684 891371
info@pulsar-pm.com
www.pulsar-pm.com

Air Monitors
Based in the UK, 

Air Monitors is an 
independent, privately 
owned company 
representing some of 
the world’s leading 
environmental monitoring 
technology manufacturers. 
Providing monitoring 
solutions which encompass 
the very best products, 
technology and services, Air 
Monitors offers technical 
support, maintenance, 
calibration, operation, 
analysis and reporting 
services in addition to the sale 
or  hire of monitoring equipment. 
Typical applications include the 
monitoring of particulate matter 
and gaseous pollutants in both 
workplace and ambient air.

With decades of experience and 
high levels of expertise, including a 
UK-wide network of highly trained 
and equipped service engineers, Air 
Monitors is able to select the best 
instruments from leading global 
manufacturers.

The company’s products include 
gas, particulate and meteorological 
monitoring instruments for 
personal, portable and fixed 
installations in applications such 
as occupational safety, toxic gas 
detection, leak detection, process 

monitoring, fenceline monitoring, 
environmental monitoring and 
ambient air quality monitoring.

We are currently involved in the 
‘Breathe London’ project, which 
will use a range of cutting-edge 
fixed and mobile sensors to build 
up a real-time, hyperlocal image 
of London’s air quality. We have 
designed and installed the network 
of AQMesh air quality monitoring 
pods, as well as the air quality 
analysers that were specially 
adapted to operate inside 2 Google 
Street View cars. We will also 
be responsible for the ongoing 
service and maintenance of all of 
the project’s air quality monitoring 
equipment.

T 01684 857530
www.airmonitors.co.uk

Sime’s integrated 
heat pump and boiler 
brings Revolution to 
renewables sector!
The Murelle Revolution 30 is the first 

completely integrated boiler and 
heat pump in a single cased product. 
Using an ErP A++ 30 kW Murelle boiler 
and completely sealed 4kW output heat 
pump, the Murelle Revolution 30 is a 
single compact unit that can be installed 
by any registered Gas Safe installer in 
a single installation process, without 
requiring an additional F-gas-registered 
installer to be present.

The unique Murelle Revolution 30 
should be installed inside and hung on 
the wall like a conventional boiler. The 
Revolution provides heat and hot water, 
achieving an average seasonal heating 
performance of 134%, granting A++ 
energy efficiency, according to the ErP 
Ecodesign Regulation.

The boiler and heat pump work in 
tandem, with the heat pump operating 
first, as this makes the largest 
contribution to the Murelle Revolution’s 
energy efficiency. When the external 
temperature is higher than its minimum 
set value (default -7°C) the heat pump 
and the boiler will be activated in quick 
succession.

When the set point is reached, the boiler 

will start to adjust power until the heat 
requirement is attained and then both 
of the generators will be extinguished. 
If the external temperature is higher 
than 7°C (value can be reset), only the 
heat pump will be activated. The boiler 
will be activated only when the desired 
temperature is not achieved by the heat 
pump on its own.

Contact
T +44 (0)345 901 1114
enquiries@sime.co.uk
www.sime.co.uk
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Pulsar provides 
a perfect 
open channel 
measurement 
for a Malaysian 
master plan
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Virtual reality first creates new 
world of training possibilities
Wastewater engineers working 

for Lanes Group plc have 
become the first employees in the 
world to experience team training 
using virtual reality in a 360-degree 
video theatre.

The company’s staff can now use 
virtual reality (VR) to train together 
in an immersive digital world where 
they can test their skills in a safe yet 
challenging environment.

It is believed to the first time in the 
world where VR has been combined 
with a 360-degree video theatre 
to allow groups of people to train 
together in an interactive space 
without having to wear headsets.

Lanes Group Director, Andy 
Brierley, said, “This is a game 
changer in the way we can train our 
colleagues, including wastewater 

engineers who often have to 
work in potentially-hazardous 
environments.

“Combining VR with 360-degree 
video allows us to use cutting-edge 
gamification techniques to train 
groups of people, which is both 
powerful and essential because of 
the way we work in teams.

“We are already calling the VR 
modules we’re creating training 
games, reflecting their interactivity 
and the way they draw on digital 
gaming techniques to increase 
engagement and enhance learning.”

In 2017, it invested jointly with 
Thames Water in the Igloo video 
theatre, to introduce a new, more 
immersive, approach to training. It 
was the first time an Igloo had been 
used for training.

VR now adds a powerful extra 
dimension. Lanes challenged VR 
agency Myriad to find a way to 
integrate an Oculus Rift VR headset 
with software controlling the Igloo’s 
projection system.

Contact
T 0800 525 488
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

Gen-C helps AD operators take back control of their engines
Gas engine support expert Gen-C has assisted AD 

operator Green Circle Renewables to address 
engine downtime at their 1 MW on-farm 

anaerobic digestion (AD) plant in Northern Ireland. 
By upgrading their engines and providing open access 
to the engines’ control panels, Gen-C has resolved 
a longstanding frustration for Green Circle’s Jason 
Rolston, who for eight years has lost valuable heat, 
power and revenue while waiting more than 24 hours 
each time for qualified service engineers to restart 
regularly failing engines.

Jason relies 
on the heat 
and power 
produced by 
the on-site AD 
plant to run his 
farm and feed 
mill, converting 
biogas 
generated 
through the 
anaerobic 
digestion of 
slurry, dairy 
waste and 
energy crops. 
Each time his 
engines went 
down, he was 
forced to import 
electricity at a 
cost.

Although he 
had access to remote monitoring for one of the plant’s 
three gas engines (an MWM model), for the two eight-
year-old Cogenco/MAN engines, a Cogenco engineer 
had to be called and dispatched every time the engines 
went down. Unfortunately, this was becoming a regular 
occurrence due to the composition of the biogas.

Jason explains, “Biogas is more variable than natural 
gas, due to the varied feedstocks supplied to the 
digester. When the methane levels increase due to a 
slight change in feedstock, the engines can’t handle it 
and the system shuts down. As the system had a closed 
control panel, I couldn’t access it myself to restart it, 
and neither could my service provider.”

Seeking an open access control panel, Gen-C came 
highly recommended. Initially, the company, which 
has plenty of AD plant experience, introduced Jason 
to a new Motortech control panel featuring ComAp 
technology. This enabled Jason to dial in remotely at 
any time via phone or tablet to see instantly how the 
engine was performing, receive an alert whenever 

there was a fault, diagnose the fault, rectify it and even 
remotely restart the engine.

Gen-C’s Managing Director, James Thompson, also 
suggested upgrading the two eight-year-old engines. 
Their original ignition systems and fuel mixers were 
designed for natural gas and were therefore not 
compatible with biogas applications. Gen-C provided a 
solution that would improve performance in the ignition, 
the fuel mixer, the throttle and the detonation control.

Gen-C also 
supplied Jason 
with higher 
quality HT leads 
and spark plugs. 
“We didn’t 
just give Jason 
control over 
his own engine 
– the new 
components 
transformed 
an old, tired 
engine into a 
modern and 
efficient piece 
of equipment,” 
notes James. 

Because the 
overhauled 
engines are 
now fitted with 
components 
suitable for 
biogas, they cut 
out far less than before – Jason estimates 90% less 
frequently. Thanks to the open access control panels, he 

can monitor the engines from anywhere and is instantly 
aware if an engine stalls. 

As a result of better machine availability and reliability, 
increased electrical output & increased income, a return 
on investment was produced in just a few months.

Acknowledging the multiple benefits of upgrading 
both the control panel and engine, Gen C’s James says, 
“Engine downtime is a major source of frustration 
for anyone operating an AD plant. But it’s doubly 
frustrating when the operator knows he could easily 
restart the engine himself, if only he had the ability 
to access it. Two of Jason’s three engines were not 
even accessible to the service provider that had 
supplied them, let alone Jason himself, so we knew that 
unlocking them was essential.”

The new Gen-C components have made the engines 
easier to start, as well as resulting in lower emissions, 
more efficient fuel use and better engine protection, 
thereby extending their service life. In addition to on-
site fault finding, the remote dial-in facility also makes 
it easier for the engines to be supported by external 
third parties, if necessary.

T 01709 718000
www.gen-c.co.uk

Further to recent contract wins in its three strategic 
global locations, Bluewater Bio Limited, a leading 

provider of treatment solutions to the water industry, 
has been awarded a US $36.5 million contract with the 
Ministry of Works of the Kingdom of Bahrain to further 
upgrade and expand the Tubli wastewater treatment 
plant, which is the largest in the country, serving a 
population equivalent of c.1.4 million. Bluewater Bio 
will be responsible for all aspects of engineering, acting 
as EPC contractor and technology supplier.

Contract duration will be 22 months. Following 
completion Bluewater Bio will operate and maintain this 
new plant alongside another HYBACS plant installed 
5 years earlier. This new project marks the company’s 
second contract with the Ministry of Works at Tubli Bay 
which will deliver a further 120 MLD uplift in treatment 
capacity, bringing the total treated to 230 MLD. The 
project is being funded by UK Export & Finance (‘UKEF’).

This follows the earlier installation of the company’s 
HYBACS technology, which has exceeded the Ministry 
of Works’ expectations for quality, reliability and 
performance.

Now that Bluewater Bio’s technologies are referenced 
and other installations are under way in Saudi Arabia, it 
is the ambition of the company to continue its growth 

strategy and thus use Bahrain as an important base and 
hub for the region.

HYBACS augments the widely-implemented activated 
sludge process, with the core benefit being that it 
enables an existing activated sludge plant to be rapidly 
upgraded for increased capacity and performance, by 
simple offline installation of SMART Units.

Contact: Curtis Calliva
T +44 (0)20 7908 9500
curtis.calliva@bluewaterbio.com
www.bluewaterbio.com

New contract for Bluewater Bio
Water & Sewage Treatment News

Alternative Energy & Power News

James Thompson, Managing Director, Gen-C

The engine control panel 
was inaccessible, resulting 
in considerable downtime 
each time an engine stalled

Jason Rolston of Green Circle Renewables

The control panels are now 
open access, allowing the 
operator to restart his own 
engines remotely within 
minutes

www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
http://www.gen-c.co.uk
mailto:curtis.calliva@bluewaterbio.com
www.bluewaterbio.com
http://www.moixa.com/solar-battery
http://wilsonpowersolutions.co.uk
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From waste heat 
to hot water
Industrial 

refrigeration 
systems with 
air-cooled 
condensers 
waste energy 
by emitting 
energy to the 
ambient air, 
according 
to SWEP, a 
supplier of 
compact brazed 
plate heat exchangers. By installing a desuperheater, 
much of this waste energy can be converted to hot 
water, with a wide range of applications, believes the 
company. 

Brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs) are an integral 
tool that allow extra heat to be extracted from the 
refrigeration system. A BPHE, called a desuperheater, is 
inserted between the compressor and the condenser. 
This enables the BPHE to extract the heat from the 
gases or liquids before it goes into the condenser to be 
condensate (the liquid collected by condensation). 

Installing a BPHE helps to increase efficiency levels to 
achieve the demanding recent EU Ecodesign Directives 
that cover high temperature process chillers. 
Evaporators can operate at a range of temperature 
levels to meet the required demands for a variety of 
refrigerants.

BPHEs offer copper brazing as standard but also 
stainless steel & nickel as alternative brazing materials 
to meet the demands for various corrosive fluids.

T 01235 838612
David.gill@swep.net

Poor knowledge equals risk to your business
Poorly specified cooling technology can result in erratic 

climate control, increased operating expenditure, and costly 
disruption to IT operation. With emerging trends including 

5G, IoT, automated vehicles and digitisation in the industrial 
sector, there will be a dramatic increase in remote edge data 
centres and small, localised server rooms – reliability will be 
crucial. 

A lack of awareness of the differences between comfort 
cooling and precision cooling is impacting the reliability of IT 
infrastructure, resulting in serious consequences for businesses. 

Around half of businesses currently install comfort cooling in small 
server rooms instead of the correct precision cooling. This is a 
common mistake; there is a need for education on the importance 
of precision cooling in delivering resilient IT operations. 

Comfort cooling units are designed for cooling people in offices 
and retail environments. This type of cooling technology is 
intended to operate for short periods of time (of around five hours 
per day, five days per week) and its typical life expectancy is 
around five years. Precision cooling however, is designed for use in 
technical environments and the typical life span is 10-15 years. 

Comfort cooling units as part of their design are designed to cater 
for ‘latent heat.’ Environments that are populated by people (as 
opposed to technical equipment) produce this type of heat, which 
contains moisture, while technical spaces (such as server rooms) 
radiate pure heat – referred to in the industry as ‘sensible heat’.

A comfort cooling unit will have a typical ‘sensible heating ratio’ 
of 0.5-0.6, while a precision unit will have a sensible heat of ratio 
of 1. 

Comfort cooling units, which are designed to remove the moisture 
produced in retail and office spaces, can use up to 50% of their 

energy for dehumidification. This is an important difference – 
precision air conditioning units convert more than 95% of the 
energy used exclusively into cooling capacity. Therefore, the 
technology required to achieve this pays off quickly in terms of 
lower operating costs. 

A comfort cooling unit rated at 10kW, with a sensible heat ratio of 
0.5, will only deliver 5kW of sensible cooling. A precision cooling 
unit, with a heat ratio of 1, on the other hand, will deliver the full 
10kW. This means you may need to specify two comfort cooling 
units to deliver the same capacity as one precision cooling unit.

Unlike comfort air conditioning units, precision units feature 
strictly controlled and accurate dehumidification (tolerance ±5% 
relative humidity), as too much humidity can lead to condensation 
and corrosion, while too little can cause static charges, data loss 
and damage to hardware. 

Precision cooling units with EC fan technology can also offer 
further savings in running costs.

It is a ‘false economy’ to prioritise capital outlay when specifying 
air-conditioning units: if you install a solution that isn’t appropriate 
for the technical environment, you will have issues. Effectiveness 
must be the primary consideration, along with long-term operating 
costs.

Furthermore, comfort cooling systems also perform ‘oil return 
cycles’, which override the set temperature controls and can lead 
to intermittent falls in temperature.

While this is less of a problem in server rooms, this can present 
issues in environments such as laboratories, where precise 
temperatures are critical to the integrity of the testing process. 
Precision cooling units do not need this operating feature and 
therefore present no operational risk in this way.

Other important differences include that for comfort cooling 
applications, it is less important for the filter to be highly effective 
in removing small particles; dust circulation has no detrimental 
effect in a 
non-technical 
environment. 

In server rooms 
and technical 
spaces, it is 
crucial to prevent 
particles being 
blown or sucked 
into technical 
equipment, as 
this can shorten 
the lifespan of IT 
assets. 

Ultimately, 
rooms subject 
to high thermal 
loads need 
constant climatic 
conditions in 
order to work 
reliably. 

Precision cooling 
technology is 
specifically 
designed for 
server rooms 
and technical 
environments 
where reliable 
thermal 
optimisation 
and high 
availability are 
crucial business 
imperatives. 

Contact
www.stulz.co.uk

Heating, Ventilation & Cooling News

mailto:David.gill@swep.net
www.stulz.co.uk
http://www.jdcooling.com
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Sensing a way forward with Alphasense
Established in 1997 by Paul 

Gotley, Great Notley based 
Alphasense is a leading 

supplier of sensors for safety, 
industrial and environmental 
markets. Alphasense designs 
and develops, manufactures 
and supplies a colourful 
range of sensors, including 
electrochemical, catalytic, 
metal oxide, infra-red, photo-ionisation and 
particulate.

Leading in the safety and environmental sectors, 
Alphasense offers the lowest warranty returns 
in the industry, as well as boasting the best after 
sales support and a constant dedication to the 
continual improvement and development of its 

products and services. Alphasense approaches 
its respective industry with a customer minded 
attitude, maintaining that itis the needs of the 
client that fuels its movement.

Alphasense is revolutionising the development 
and performance of Metal Oxide Gas Sensors, 
introducing technology that frees units from 
suffering from baseline drift and humidity 
sensitivity with its P-type sensors. With the 

P-type, sensory operation can now be achieved 
in a diversified spectrum of environments, 
broadening the possibilities Metal Oxide Gas 
Sensors are capable of achieving. The P-type has 
been channelled into three variants which are as 
follows: H2S detection at up to 120°C for oil and 
gas applications, Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOCs) for low cost IAQ applications and CO 
detection environments at extreme temperatures 

and or humidity. The range of 
environments that the P-type 
can function in is nothing short 
of a testimony to its industry 
brilliance.

Another notable technology 
Alphasense is shaping is PID. 
Through PID, sample gas is 
exposed to deep ultraviolet 
light, which in turn ionises 

targeted gases then detected by the PID system’s 
electronics and reported as a concentration 
(ppb or ppm). PID’s are regarded as the global 
standard for VOC measurement. Alphasenses’ 
PIDs boast a lower power than competitors, with 
a longer lamp life and improved electronics, the 
Alphasense PIDs now capacitate greater BTEX 
and chlorinated VOC detection. The device is 
offered in two models; A12 and AH2. The pair is 
almost entirely insensitive to humidity changes 

and subsequently offers a near 
unchallengeable performance 
across a broad landscape of 
application. The A12 hosts a 
linear dynamic range of 50 ppb 
to 6,000 ppm (Isobutylene), 
whilst the AH2 works with a 
linear dynamic range of one ppb 
to 50 ppm (Isobutylene). The 
sensors come with a detector 
lamp with driver, amplifier 
circuitry and user replaceable 

electrode stack, 10.6 eV lamp and 
particulate filter.

The company has a client 
base made up of all major gas 
detection and environmental 
OEMs, a fact indicative of 
the company’s reliability 
and persistent attention to 
customer satisfaction. The 
company operates from a 
purpose designed factory, with 
state of the art furnishings and 
manufacturing facilities leading 
to Alphasense’s manufacturing 
and development being equal to its flawless 
product delivery. Its team have a historic and 
well versed relationship with all aspects of 
the Gas Detection industry and subsequently 
fully understands the varied issues affecting 
its customers, and as a result can provide an 
unrivalled range of products and services. 
With its heavy investment in the most up to 
date automation process equipment, Kanban 

and Cellular manufacturing techniques and 
independence, Alphasense can cater for both 
high and low volume customers securing the 
reception of punctual and high quality delivery, 
with all manufacturing and design operations 
complying with ISO9001:2015.

Contact
T 01376 556700
awb@alphasense.com

Environmental Testing & Monitoring News

Recycling & Waste Management News
New 43 litre 
Enviropod
Leafield 

Environmental 
has launched 
a new range 
of stylish, slim 
Enviropods that 
it claims are 
ideal for use 
where available floor space is restricted.

With a small footprint and flat back that enables it to 
be sited against a wall, the new bin has a substantial 
capacity of 43 litres. 

The Enviropod 43L comes with a choice of WRAP 
colour coded lid options to suit a wide range of 
waste streams, each with a relevant aperture and 
high visibility graphics that actually encourage 
recycling. An optional A4 signage kit is also available 
for those wishing to reinforce the recycling message.

Designed for internal use, as a stand-alone unit or 
in a group, the bin is suitable for use with or without 
a sack liner. For those wishing to use a sack liner, an 
internal sack retention feature ensures that the sack 
skirt is hidden from view at all times.

Rotationally moulded from resilient, self-coloured 
MDPE, Enviropods are highly durable and not to 
be confused with lightweight injection moulded 
alternatives that are easily damaged through rough 
handling and have a far shorter service life.

Contact
T 01225 816541
comms@leafield-environmental.com
www.leafieldrecycle.com

mailto:awb@alphasense.com
http://www.totalkare.co.uk
mailto:comms%40leafield-environmental.com%0D?subject=
www.leafieldrecycle.com
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Clean green with EcoGreen

Sustainability Today is pleased to announce as its 
Construction Cleaning Company of the Month, EcoGreen 
Plant Hire Ltd. 

Abolish water waste and reduce diesel emissions when cleaning 
wheels with EcoGreen Plant Hire. Established in 2009, the 
Cheshire based company offers a waterless wheel cleaning 
system designed to speedily and efficiently clean mud and 
contaminants from rubber tired construction vehicles. 

British weather inevitably involves rain, which inevitably means 
that the wheels of vehicles operating on construction sites 
create mud – and steps have to be taken to prevent that mud 
being carried off the sites and onto the roads.

There is a variety of so-called solutions on offer, each being more 
often than not as ineffective and counterproductive as the next. 
One often preferred option is the Road Sweeper, which is often 
expensive, environmentally unfriendly, a traffic nuisance and 
can potentially achieve nothing more than smearing an existing 
mess across a broader landscape, as opposed to taking it off that 
landscape altogether.

People often opt for wheel washes, whether they’re bath 
or spray systems, however shooting pressurised water onto 
muddy surfaces that are themselves resting on muddy surfaces, 
commonly does little more than produce an even muddier 
surface, as well as wasting water, and incurring the cost of extra 
hires such as bowsers, lances, generators and of course, fuel. 

‘Rumble Strips’ are also available, but grow increasingly outdated 
and noticeably more inconvenient. The design of the ‘Rumble 
Strip’ itself often just facilitates new areas for mud to dirty 
the surface of, and can recontaminate following wheels until 

they have buried themselves. 
Understandably, these 
problems can leave someone 
looking for a wheel cleaning 
solution to the conclusion that 
there simply isn’t one, or could 
have done until recently.

EcoGreen Plant Hire have 
developed a system that 
doesn’t have the failings of 
the aforementioned wheel 
cleaning solutions, and provides 
a more effective, ecofriendly 
alternative to pre-existing 
systems. It uses no water or 
power, reduces the need for 
road sweeper hire, no down 
time, no pump, no generator, 
no fuel, no bowser, no lance or 
individual required to operate 
a lance. 

The system refered to is the DriveOn V-Tech waterless wheel 
cleaning system. The unique, patented system uses transverse 
bars just 30mm wide and 200mm apart, producing greater 
vibration and tyre flex, ridding the wheel of larger amounts 
of mud, which incidentally doesn’t remain on surface but falls 
into a void beneath the bars. The lack of mess thus achievable 
makes the DriveOn V-Tech system vastly superior to its far less 
innovative and far more time consuming competitors.

The simple, unique design eliminates the potential for freezing 
or breaking down, comes with no additional costs such as 
water or fuel, produces no emissions whatsoever, reduces road 
sweeper requirement and subsequently does not burden its user 
with additional costs. 

The construction industry is one of the UK’s biggest producers of 
carbon emissions, and in recent years water waste has also been 
under the spotlight. This system can only help you illustrate 
to your clients that you are doing your best to minimise the 
impact of your operations on the environment and that you are a 
responsible organisation that recognises the importance of these 
issues. 

James Richardson of infrastructure solution company Costain Ltd 
says that, “After complaints by local residents we installed the 
waterless wheel wash system from EcoGreen and found them to 

drastically reduce the muck being transferred off site onto the 
highway. I’ll definitely be looking to use these again on future 
projects.” While Skanska GF’s Geoff Sutton testifies that, “We’re 
one of three sites at Addenbrookes Hospital. The other two are 
both using wheel washed and we chose a DriveOn V-Tech system 
from EcoGreen. The others are also using road sweepers, but we 
don’t have to.”

Customer satisfaction is of course a driving force behind any 
business, regardless of the product or service that business 
provides, and the customer satisfaction created as a result of 
the innovative technology adopted by EcoGreen comes as no 
surprise given the inconveniences eradicated with its cleverly 
simplistic design. 

EcoGreen plans to dedicate its future to both maintaining 
and expanding its already notable customer base, in doing so 
offering its uniquely brilliant wheel cleaning solution to a wider 
audience. The company also plans on providing more units to 
the construction teams working on HS2, a worthy recipient of 
EcoGreen’s future driven technology.

Other customers include Balfour Beatty, Skanska, BAM, Galliford 
Try, Aggregate Industries and Redrow Homes as well as many 
more, a client base indicative of nothing less than the reliability 
of EcoGreen and the customer based positivity of its outlook. 
The network that EcoGreen is currently capable of claiming 
ownership of, is also one that the 
company hopes to enlarge, diversify 
and sustain, with paramount 
importance being placed on growth, 
and maintaining the quality of product 
and service that the company is built 
on.

T 0800 130 3437
david.crick@ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
www.ecogreenplanthire.co.uk

Construction Cleaning Company of the Month

mailto:david.crick@ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
www.ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
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Sustainable water and energy solutions
Sustainability Today 

is proud to announce 
that Carbon Zero 

Consulting has been 
selected as our Renewable 
Heating & Cooling 
Company of the Month. 
Offering a single point of 
expertise in all areas of 
water and environmental 
management and renewable 
technology design, Carbon 
Zero Consulting is an 
independent consultancy 
committed to increasing 
sustainable energy usage 
across the country.

Established in 2007 by 
John Findlay, Carbon Zero 
Consulting is based in Rutland and Cornwall 
and offers its services all over the UK. John 
has over 20 years’ experience in sustainable 
energy provision, with Carbon Zero Consulting 
boasting combined experience of nearly 40 
years in water, energy, environment, and water 
treatment technology issues. The company has a 
core team of hydrogeologists, thermogeologists 

and engineers, making them 
true specialists in all aspects 
of their services. What’s 
more, because they are an 
independent consultancy, 
Carbon Zero Consulting can 
offer advice with no ties to 
any equipment provider or 
manufacturer. 

One of their main specialisms 
is in ground source heating 
and cooling systems, and 
they are a Council member 
of the Ground Source Heat 
Pump Association. “The 
Ground Source Heat Pump is 
a great example of renewable 
heating technology,” John 
tells us. “For every unit of 

electricity it uses, it produces a minimum of 
three units of heat, with the balance taken from 
the ground which, ultimately derives from the 
sun.” Carbon Zero Consulting is of the firm 
belief that ground source heat pumps provide 
the most efficient means to heat and/or cool 
your building. “Heat pumps have no on-site 
CO₂ emissions and are cheaper to run than 
oil and most gas systems. The heat exchange 
pipework in the ground is ‘infrastructure’ in the 
same manner as gas supply pipework is today 
– although 
much longer 
lived! What’s 
more, heat 
pumps are far 
safer, because 
there is no 
requirement 
for a chimney 
or flue, like a 
fossil fuel or 
biomass boiler.

“Our objective as a country must be to get as 
many people as possible using heat pumps. We 
offer systems sized from individual dwellings 
all the way up to the largest commercial and 
public buildings, schools, and universities; It 
is completely scalable.” Furthermore, with the 
Government’s Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), 
the affordability of such technology is greatly 
increased. The RHI is a financial incentive to 
promote uptake of renewable heating, and 
consequently reduce the country’s carbon 
emissions. It is open to new applications until 
March 2021, and with Carbon Zero Consulting’s 
help, domestic and non-domestic customers can 
apply to join the scheme.

“Public understanding of the need to reduce 
carbon emissions is ever-increasing, but still 

has a way 
to go” John 
explains. 
“We work 
hard to offer 
the best 
site-specific 
advice and 
consultation 
to help 
promote the 
uptake of 
renewable 
energy. Our 
business is 
expanding 
rapidly on all 
fronts, and 
we are seeing increased activity in agriculture, 
public, commercial, and private sectors. In fact, 
we are one of a few consultancies that offer 
independent advice in all of these areas.”

Indeed, it seems further progress is most 
definitely on the horizon for Carbon Zero 
Consulting. With such unrivalled experience and 
expertise, they are the company of choice when 
looking for advice on all aspects of sustainable 
water and energy solutions. If you would like to 
find out more information, head to their website 
or get in touch using the contact details below.

Contact
T 01572 729510
info@carbonzeroco.com 
www.carbonzeroco.com

Swimming through the competition

Sustainability Today is proud to announce Photonic 
Measurements (PM) as our Water Testing Company of the 
Month. Photonic Measurements offer fast and affordable 

solutions for improving water quality. Their comprehensive 
range of UV254 instruments is equipped for and applicable to 
changing environments, from canals, rivers, lakes to laboratories. 
Enabling collaboration with governmental bodies, drinking and 
wastewater industries, and environmental testing facilities.

Established in 2014, Photonic Measurements recently moved to 
a new base in Lisburn, Northern Ireland. In a short time, Photonic 

Measurements 
has built strong 
relationships 
with clients 
from the USA to 
China as well as 
with contacts 
throughout the 
world. Current 
plans to grow 
their own brand 
are undergoing 
considerable 
development, 
with new 
customers 
and prospects 
throughout Asia, 
Europe, and the 
UK.

The company has 
recently launched 
its latest product, 
the UV254 Go! – a lightweight, portable device designed to take 
fast and effective UVT/UVA measurements in straight-forward 
steps. Surrogate measurements, TOC, BOD, and COD can also 
be accurately tested in a cost-effective way. The accuracy and 
accessibility of the product are some of the benefits of the Go!. 
Its compact body makes it easy to transport from one site to the 
next. With a long-lasting battery life, it requires minimal charging 
and can maintain full battery throughout the sampling process. 
Its UV LEDs maintain an extensive service life and have none of 
the warm-up times often associated with mercury lamp analysers. 
Leading water solutions company Xylem has recently become 
a client, and user of the UV254 Go! to help aid their Wedeco UV 
disinfection division.

The UV254 Probe is equally easy to manage and provides 
continuous real-time measurements through a touchscreen, 
daytime readable screen, which makes navigation easy to follow 
and data can be displayed and trended over time. The probe can 

be made from stainless steel, aluminium or plastic. As well as UVT 
and UVA levels measurements, TOC, COD and DOC can be observed 
and recorded, making the UV254 probe perfect for drinking and 
wastewater treatment, environmental testing, and industrial 
processes and effluents.

Similarly, The UV254 Dip Probe can be used in open water, 
submerged by hand so measurements can be taken in a variety of 
locations, or left in one location to provide trend data for a more 
continual result. The device uses application software, which it 
shares with the UV254 Go! The Dip Probe itself can be configured 
with the UV254’s display unit. With the option to change the path 
length of either 20 or 50mm, depending on the application needs 
and a unique light shield to cater for the diverse scenarios in which 
it may be used.

Photonic Measurements’ product range includes accessible 
features that equip clients with the tools to carry out successful 
and accurate measurements and obtain long-lasting results – 
making Photonic Measurements a worthy recipient of our Water 
Testing Company of the Month profile.

T 02892 106263
www.photonicmeasurements.com

Renewable Heating & Cooling Company of the Month

Water Testing Company of the Month

mailto:info@carbonzeroco.com
www.carbonzeroco.com
www.photonicmeasurements.com
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Industry leaders are leading the way to an energy efficient future
Business and Industry Today are proud to 

have chosen SWEP as our Energy Efficient 
Heat Transfer Company of the Month. 

SWEP is an industry leading supplier of Brazed 
Plate heat exchangers for HVAC and industrial 
applications. Founded in Sweden in 1983, 
SWEP has come a long way since then and is 
now the world’s leading supplier of compact 
brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs). “Compact 
brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs), are used 
where heat needs to be transferred efficiently 
in air conditioning, refrigeration, heating, and 
industrial applications,” says Christer Frennfelt, 
Business Development Manager. 

With their headquarters still based in Sweden, 
SWEP has expanded globally and has been 
successfully supplying to the UK market for 20 
years. With their UK office based in Didcot, they 
also maintain factories in Slovakia, USA, KL and 
China and SWEP are represented in 50 countries.

Brazed plate heat 
exchangers are highly 
regarded as one of the 
most efficient ways 
to transfer heat, SWEP 
maintains the widest 
product range of 
BPHEs on the market 
with the option of 
creating customised 
solutions for their 
customers. SWEP’s 
heat exchangers are 
specifically designed 
to be sustainable, 
renewable and energy 

efficient. “Our main priority is energy efficiency 
with minimised environmental impact and 
carbon emission, as we have the largest range 
of products; we pride ourselves on always being 
able to find our customers the best solution,” 
comments Christer Frennfelt.

The plethora of benefits gained for implementing 
SWEP’s brazed plate heat exchangers are 
limitless, designed to optimise space, energy 
and material, they are a smart solution within 
any heating and cooling system and create 
a sustainable energy efficient system. “We 
are focused on reducing the carbon footprint 
and carbon emissions.” Christer continues, 
“By utilising energy such as heat transfer, our 
purpose is to lead the way to sustainable energy 
usage and creating more – from less energy and 
resources.” 

With the BPHEs being adaptable for any cooling 
and heat system, SWEP are able to provide 
bespoke solutions to meet the requirements of 
their customers’ heating and cooling systems. 
Through the diversity of SWEP’s range of 
products, they are able to maintain an equally 
varied customer range, as their products are 

adaptable for heating and cooling systems within 
facilities such as homes, offices, schools and 
hospitals. 

A feat within their exclusive product range 
is their SWEP 2-stage units. The system is 
comprised of a preheater and an afterheater, 
the units allow returned water from the radiator 
circuit heat exchanger to be renewed for the 
use of preheating water for domestic usage. 
We spoke to Christer Frennfelt about the main 
benefits from the SWEP 2-stage units, he stated 
that, “the SWEP 2-stage units are a solution that 
reduces the return temperature, to minimise 
the heat losses in the system. Heat Recovery 
application, to utilize the surplus energy and 
the exergy from different systems. They also 
use Sealix, a coating of the 
surface to defeat corrosion 
and scaling and keep the 
performance.” 

In terms of future plans 
Christer explained that, 
“Within the company there 
have been a few smaller re-
organisations, however we 
have been mainly focused 
on our product range. We 
are selling our product 
directly to the energy 
centres themselves and plan 
to continue this into the 
future. We plan to expand 
our markets and go for larger 
capacity markets.” 

T 01235 838612
www.SWEP.net

Energy Efficient Heat Transfer Company of the Month

Classifieds

Electronic Repair

Sensor TechnologyPump Technology Water & Waste Water Solutions

Water Management Finance

Transfer SystemsWater Boreholes Energy Saving Solutions

COMBUSTION & 
HEAT TRANSFER 

SYSTEMS

 • Waste to Energy 
Systems

 • Thermal Oxidisers
 • Control Systems
 • Skid Systems – 

Pumps, Valves, 
Pipework

+44 (0)1423 879944
mail@process-combustion.co.uk
www.process-combustion.com

Website: www.operationalgroup.com
Email: uk@operational.net

Tel: 01928 579473

Operational solve complex production problems, 
helping you to save energy, control costs and reduce 

your impact on the environment.
• Manufacturing Optimisation • Heat Recovery

• Energy Reduction • Environmental Impact Solutions 
• Odour and VOC Abatement

• Service and Maintenance Contracts

Specialists in Surface & Waste Water Management

Advice - Design - Manufacture - Supply - Installation 
Commission - Service - Repair

www.ecs-sales.co.uk  |  03456 123332

Cash neutral 
asset finance 

for your 
energy needs

For over 30 years AFM Solutions 
has been offering long and 
medium term finance for all your 
sustainable energy needs.

 ● LED Lighting & Controls
 ● Solar Photovoltaic
 ● Solar Thermal
 ● Voltage Optimisation
 ● Biomass Boilers
 ● Wind Turbines (small)
 ● Heat Pumps
 ● Building Management Systems

Call or email Mike Baker on 01268 572587
mbaker@afmgroup-solutions.co.uk

www.afmgroup-solutions.co.uk

sensors@alphasense.com
www.alphasense.com

“Our Independence is Your Strength” 

Air Pollution Control

www.SWEP.net
http://www.et.co.uk
http://www.alphasense.com
http://www.ergapc.co.uk
http://www.process-combustion.com
mailto:mail%40process-combustion.co.uk%0D?subject=
http://www.process-combustion.com
http://www.operationalgroup.com
www.operationalgroup.com
mailto:uk@operational.net
www.ecs-sales.co.uk
http://www.ecs-sales.co.uk
http://www.afmgroup-solutions.co.uk
mailto:mbaker%40afmgroup-solutions.co.uk%0D?subject=
http://www.afmgroup-solutions.co.uk
http://www.dragondrilling.co.uk
mailto:sensors@alphasense.com
www.alphasense.com
http://www.fwb.co.uk
http://www.ergapc.co.uk
http://www.ergapc.co.uk
http://www.hydra-cell.co.uk
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Service pipe replacement experts

Within this issue of Sustainability Today 
we are delighted to announce that we 
have selected Kobus Services as our 

Innovative Utility Services Company of the Year. 
Indeed, 2019 is proving to be an extremely 
successful year for industry breakthrough 
company Kobus Services, who specialise in the 
manufacturing of special purpose machinery for 
service pipe replacements. 

Kobus offer a unique innovative trenchless 
technology to extract ageing service pipes and 
replace with new in a single operation. Based in 
Tamworth, United Kingdom, Kobus Services has 
expanded significantly within recent years and 
now distribute throughout North America and 
Australasia, as well as the UK. 

In terms of the replacement, the pipes 
connecting the mains to a property is often time 
consuming, expensive and carries the risk of 
damaging surrounding utilities. With the overall 
goal of producing the least amount of work, in 
terms of damage to the ground service and cost 
for their customers, Kobus Services developed 
the perfect solution to eliminate the need for 
open cut trench excavation or moling operations. 

Traditionally methods such as impact moling, 
open cut excavation, pipe bursting, horizontal 
directional drilling and pulling with a backhoe, 
have been the most popular way of replacing 
service pipes. However, Kobus Services noted the 
gap in the market for an efficient operation for 
extracting pipes without the cost, limitations and 
safety risks associated with traditional methods. 
Through this, Kobus Services discovered that 
pulling the pipe out of the ground was a far 
more efficient and beneficial operation for pipe 
maintenance.

Many cities in the UK and especially in America, 
have seen a big shift in the replacement of pipes. 
Having previously used pipes such as lead, which 
have been associated with poor water quality, 
they are now reducing the use of lead pipes. This 
means there is an increase in the requirement of 
pipe removals and replacements, which Kobus 
Services has the power to complete. Setting 
out to revolutionise the pipe maintenance 
industries, Kobus Services’ Pipe Puller was 
designed by engineers withstand the rigours of 
site conditions and deliver sufficient power to 
extract the old pipe networks. 

The way in which the Kobus Pipe Puller works is 
by pulling the old pipe out of the ground using a 
steel pulling cable, and at the same time, towing 
in the new asset. hence reducing time (typically 
the operation takes an average 1 hour) and 
ensuring for an easier application. The Kobus 
Pipe Puller requires only two small excavations 
on either side of the length of pipe to be 
replaced, thereby reducing surface damage to 
homeowners’ property and significantly reducing 
reinstatement costs. 

The new pipe is installed through the bore hole 
created by removing the old pipe, which virtually 

eliminates the risk of damaging other utilities 
in the vicinity.  This is a major benefit compared 
to moling and avoids the need for open cut 
trenching when moing is too risky to use.
After having the opportunity to speak to 
Simon Drain, Managing Director for Kobus 
Services, on how the last 12 months has been 
for the company, he told us, “We have seen an 
extremely successful year which has exceeded 
all expectations. Notably having launched our 
KPP 400 Series Pipe Puller – it has been of great 
success and has received an extremely positive 
reception within the industry.” 

The KPP 400 Series Kobus Pipe Puller is an all-in-
one unit, which mounts on a compact excavator 
and is driven from its auxiliary hydraulics. This 
makes replacing  multiple services in the same 
street or area more efficient. The Puller can 
remove lead, copper, plastic and steel pipes 
up to 1-1/4” diameter and 25m long. Created 
by Kobus Services’ engineers in partnership 
with UK leading utility companies, the KPP 400 
Series Pipe Puller is designed to fit the needs 
of contractors, with its accessible, economic, 

innovative design, it maintains a wealth of 
benefits for users. 

Expanding upon their achievements and 
successful year, Kobus Services’ 400 series Pipe 
Puller won the Abbots Innovative Products Award 
at the No Dig Show in Chicago March 2019. 
A great platform for the company to broaden 
exposure of their innovative product, the KPP 
400 Series has seen a great opportunity in the 
American markets and in fact, Kobus Services 
supply Pipe Pullers directly to North America. 
After speaking to Simon Drain on how the 
company felt upon receiving our Company of the 
Year award, he stated that the company were, 
“pleasantly surprised! It’s nice to be recognised 
for our products and company.” A breakthrough 
for the company and the pipe replacement/
maintenance industries Kobus Services are 
being recognised throughout for their expert 
equipment and services. 

In terms of future plans, after receiving such 
a successful year as a company, Simon Drain 
told us that, “we plan to continue our product 
developments and we do have more products 
and company developments in the pipeline – 
pardon the pun! We want to expand globally and 
hopefully further our export market.” 

Please see Kobus Services contact details 
featured below. 

T 01827 338855

Innovative Utility Services Company of the Year
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PlanGrid 
delivers BIM 
data in 2D & 3D
PlanGrid, an 
Autodesk 
company and 
a leader in 
construction 
productivity 
software, 
recently 
introduced 
PlanGrid BIM, 
a powerful 
new product integration with Autodesk Revit® that 
enables users to immediately access Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) data, in either 2D or 3D, directly within 
PlanGrid on their mobile devices. Construction teams 
and facilities managers can now drill down into rich BIM 
data in an easy-to-use 2D interface or 3D environment, 
empowering the field to build with greater accuracy, 
avoid rework and make decisions faster and with more 
confidence.

“BIM has transformed the way architects and engineers 
design, and Revit is the industry standard during pre-
construction,” said Jim Lynch, vice president and general 
manager, Autodesk Construction Solutions. “PlanGrid’s 
integration of Revit empowers its users to take full 
advantage of BIM beyond pre-construction with a wealth 
of data immediately at their fingertips.”

Architects and engineers who design construction 
projects using BIM create 3D models to act as a virtual 
representation of how complicated work should be 
installed and building assets should interact. Models are 
embedded with rich property data such as the height of a 
counter, material type of a wall or manufacturer details of 
a lighting fixture. But when these models are sent out to 
the field, they’re ‘flattened down’ into PDFs, and the data 
is lost to the teams doing the physical work of building 
or maintaining facilities. This loss of data, coupled with 
a lack of 3D visualisation in the field, can lead to critical 
errors, lost time and rework.

www.plangrid.com

Marc Allen 
appointed NAS 
President
Tenke 
Shopfitting’s 
Marc Allen 
has been 
appointed 
President of 
the National 
Association 
of Shopfitters 
(NAS). Marc 
was appointed 
at the NAS’s 
recent AGM in 
London. The 
Association, 
which 
represents 
the interests 
of almost 250 
interior fit-out 
contractors throughout Britain and Northern Ireland, is 
celebrating its Centenary this year

He said, “It is an honour to have been selected as the 
President of the National Association of Shopfitters in this 
its Centenary Year. I look forward to working with the Vice 
President, Alan Stewart, our new Director, James Filus 
and the Council as we enter an exciting time for the NAS.

“Having grown with the association from my first 
encounter as an apprentice who won both the Regional 
and National Apprentice Design Competition in 2001, 
I have experienced first-hand the collective support, 
genuine interest and encouragement from numerous 
members and peers from within an industry who 
themselves have played a huge part in its evolution. My 
aim is to encourage this further to bring the association 
together representing the very best Shopfitting and 
Interior companies within the UK.”

Marcon Fit-out Business Development and Marketing 
Manager, Alan Stewart was selected as the Association’s 
Vice President.

T +44 (0)1883 624961
F +44 (0)1883 626841
www.shopfitters.org

Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies 
Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies (CWST) provides 
high quality surface treatments which will improve the 
life and performance of critical components through 
its global network of over 70 operating divisions and 
specialist onsite teams. Our surface treatments have 
been successfully used by OEMs in major industries 
such as aerospace, automotive, oil & gas and power 
generation for many years.

We are only too aware of the logistical challenges and 
costs faced by our customers and so we can offer a ‘One 
Stop Shop’ solution providing a wide range of surface 
treatments including Controlled Shot and Laser Shock 
Peening, bespoke and trade Coating Applications, 
Thermal Spray Coatings and Parylene Coatings for 

metal, alloy, plastic and electronic components as well 
as Analytical Services.

We offer our customers a single source solution & point 
of contact for all their surface treatments, supporting 
their requirements through our global network of over 
70 worldwide facilities and on-site field teams, improving 
and reducing turnaround times and costs.

We are specialists in protecting components from 
common failures and reducing maintenance costs 
for key industries such as aerospace, oil and gas, 
automotive, medical and general industrial markets.

To find out more, please visit: www.cwst.co.uk

Surface Finishing News Building & 
Interiors News

www.plangrid.com
www.shopfitters.org
www.cwst.co.uk
http://www.cwst.co.uk
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Get what you deserve with 
Cooden Tax Consulting

Business and Industry Today is happy to announce as its Tax 
Consultancy of the Year, Cooden Tax Consulting, a consultancy 
firm dedicated to helping your business claim the rewards it has 
earned.

Over the last few years, the country has fallen victim to some 
financial turbulence to put it mildly, which has been met with 
little more than further uncertainty and an endless stream of 
PPI reclamation marketing campaigns. But when wading through 
the promises of entitlements and various other brightly coloured 
PR conquests, it is counterintuitive to ignore that there are real 
and touchable claims that with the right knowledge, support and 
guidance, can be pursued and obtained for your limited company.

In 2013, Simon Bulteel founded Cooden Tax Consulting, and has 
since gone on to aid businesses in capitalising on rewards of over 
£11m that would otherwise have been left to fester, namely by 
supporting businesses with Research and Development Tax Credit 
claims.

Research and Development Tax Relief (or R&D Tax Credits) is a 
government initiative, one curated for businesses that look to 
reshape for the better their respective fields by way of industry, 
creativity and intuition. The scheme itself is tailored to encourage 

British businesses to lead in 
rethinking and readapting within 
an increasingly chameleonic 
business market.

The initiative is open to any 
limited company, although does 
see large influxes of  technology 
and more recently companies 
providing ‘Green’ solutions 
chasing its rewards, with a recent 
attitudinal shift towards seeking 
greener alternatives to business 
logistics and production. 
Research and Development Tax 
Relief offers businesses making 
profit a 24.7% return, and those 
working at a loss a 33.35% 
return on their eligible spends, 
both of which act as a generous 
incentive to innovate global 
markets.

The Tax scheme does not 
however work to the level 
of specificity that one might 
suspect. Only around 40% of 
Cooden’s client base is made 
up of technology companies. Although notable, this could be taken 
as a relatively low number given the kind of images the words 
‘Research and Development’ evoke.

The further 60% do include engineering and manufacturing 
companies, even a debt collection business, but the scheme is 
open to anyone. If you think your business is contributing to an 
advance in science or technology, developing a new or improved 
product or process new knowledge, you could be eligible to claim, 
and Cooden Tax Consulting could support you in doing so.

Cooden also works in Patent Box (Intellectual Property Box Regime), 
a programme used nationwide to promote zealous forward thinking 
in the development of business and industry. The Patent Box is a 
relief from corporation tax, wherein businesses can profit through 
patents and reduce tax taken from those profits.

Alongside Research and Development, and Patent Box, Cooden 
also specialises in Video Games Tax Relief. It allows the video 
game development company to receive either tax relief or a cash 
payment against the costs of the video game development process, 
an unmissable prospect for those involved in the rapidly expanding 
gaming industry.

Cooden also supports companies in the perhaps more juvenile 
stages of a HMRC Tax Enquiry into a Research and Development 
or Video Games Tax Relief enquiry. The tax landscape is one home 
to an ever changing climate, a notion that is undoubtedly only 
going to further tangle throughout the immediate future, however 
for businesses, understanding its intricacies and complexities is 
integral.

Access to the keys that necessitate this understanding however, 
is often somewhat hidden. Cooden’s Tax Enquiry Service offers 
professional and competent support for companies directly, as well 
as helping accountants that have clients with open tax queries.

Over the last 12 months, business has been generally favourable 
for Cooden Tax Consulting, with 30% growth remaining consistent 
with the growth the company has managed to maintain for the last 
few years.

Cooden’s future plans are an extension to the services it already 
provides; to widen the umbrella of expertise it has to offer. The 
company has hopes to launch a grant application service, a 
much needed aid to those companies lacking in the knowledge 
or experience to be able to successfully complete the convoluted 
application process alone.

Along with the grant application service, Cooden has initiated a 
proofreading service, priced competitively and notably used by 
some of its adversaries, thus saving clients time and often the 
damage of proceeding ignorant of mistakes or misunderstanding.

Simon Bulteel tells Business and Industry Today that he is 
“delighted” to have Cooden Tax Consulting on the receiving end 
of the Company of the Year award, and that “it feels great to be 
recognised by a publication that supports business and industry”. 
The future for Cooden looks as bright as its past, with its expansion 
plans and continuous dedication to providing a service that exceeds 
the realms of what can be defined as simply adequate.

To explore the possibilities that may lie ahead of you and your 
business, Cooden is easily contactable through their website, within 
which a name, phone, email and message can be left in order to 
arrange an initial consultation, and move your business forward. 
Don’t miss out on what could be waiting for you, and call Cooden 
Tax Consulting.

T 01424 225345
simon.bulteel@coodentaxconsulting.co.uk
www.coodentaxconsulting.co.uk

Tax Consultancy of the Year

Simon Bulteel – headshot – taken by Sarah Bennett – Sarah 
Bennett commercial photography

Simon Bulteel – enjoying the lighter side of R&D Tax Relief with 
OSET Bikes – taken by Phil Burrowes – Avant Photographic

Simon Bulteel – presenting the A to Z of R&D Tax Relief at The 
Business Show – taken by Phil Burrowes – Avant Photographic

Photonics – testing solutions in the dark at a former client’s 
premises – taken by Phil Burrowes – Avant Photographic

L-R: Hana Ieong, Financial Specialist, Simon Bulteel, Managing Director/Lead Consultant & Neep 
Hazarika, Technical Specialist, accept the Company of the Year Award from our journalist

mailto:simon.bulteel@coodentaxconsulting.co.uk
www.coodentaxconsulting.co.uk
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Brian Barr Solicitors 
Brian Barr Solicitors is a specialist firm of solicitors whose expertise 
is in chronic pain and serious injury litigation. We are expert lawyers 
specialising in claims involving CRPS, fibromyalgia, chronic pain, 
serious and catastrophic injury.

We are committed to building strong relationships with our clients 
and providing them with access to the leading experts whose 
understanding of chronic pain and serious injury is second to none.

At Brian Barr Solicitors we will offer you peace of mind throughout 
the whole process. Funding your case may well be very 
straightforward through your existing legal expenses cover or our ‘no 
win, no fee’ scheme.

In any accident or insurance claim, transferring your claim from your 
current solicitor to Brian Barr Solicitors will be easy and hassle-free.
We are a dedicated team who are passionate about helping our 
clients in a caring, understanding and professional manner. We 
pride ourselves in providing expert support and advice in your time 

of need and securing the compensation you deserve.

If you think you may have a claim, please contact us on  
0161 737 9248 or by email at: info@brianbarr.co.uk

MyLiferaft wins Professional 
Award at Naidex 2019
Following its success at Naidex 
2019, MyLiferaft reaches out 
to all those that need care and 
support.

Futureproofed to support the new 
era of technology and self-care 
which will lessen the burden 
on the NHS and social care, 
MyLiferaft is proactive technology 
at its best. The future for us 
all begins not just with being 
monitored or overseen, but with 
taking responsibility for our own 
health and welfare. MyLiferaft 
is technology that embraces the 
person-centred approach.

No matter if you have a long-term 
condition, are young or old, or are 
caring for a loved one, you are a 
person first; a person with a voice 
who is integral within your own 
health and social care team.

MyLiferaft captures your likes, 
dislikes, helps you achieve your 
goals and allows you to share your 
care information.

It gives you a voice and enables 
you to maintain a healthy lifestyle; 
it’s one place for your care 
information, available on mobile 
or desktop.

It supports the care team, 
parents, professionals, education, 
employment, transport, friends 
and neighbours and helps avoid 
repetition.

Find out more about MyLiferaft, 
call 03302 231192, email:  
info@myliferaft.com or visit: 
www.myliferaft.com

Lewis Reed (WAV) Ltd
Lewis Reed (WAV) Ltd is one of the oldest 
established manufacturers of wheelchair accessible 
vehicles in the UK.

Over the last two decades Lewis Reed has built 
relationships with many of the leading vehicle 
manufacturers to ensure a diverse range of solutions 
is available to suit every customer regardless of their 
level of disability and personal circumstances.

During this time, the Research and Development 
team at Lewis Reed has led the campaign to make 
owning a vehicle and the associated independence 
available to all. Lewis Reed has produced a range of 
vehicles that is not only recognised as the premium 
brand throughout Europe but also offers the greatest 
functionality for the wheelchair travelling passengers 
and their family. In addition, its commitment to 
being ‘Different by Design’ guarantees that the final 
engineering fit and beautifully stylish finish remains 
unrivalled throughout the world.

Lewis Reed prides itself on its product development 
and innovation. Its varied vehicle range is mostly 
unique to Lewis Reed and available on the Motability 
Scheme.

The Lewis Reed luxury WAV family includes both 
passenger and drive from models in the very popular 
SEAT Alhambra, the VW Caravelle, Shuttle and 
Transporter, the Mercedes-Benz V-Class and Vito 
plus the VW Caddy Maxi and Caddy Life.

T 0151 343 5360
T 0800 247 1001
sales@lewisreedgroup.co.uk
www.lewisreedgroup.co.uk
www.twitter.com/lewisreedgroup
www.facebook.com/lewisreedwavltd

Little People UK 
Little People UK promotes positivity for 
people with dwarfism of all ages, from 
babies and new families, to senior citizens 
and their families. Providing positive 
support to our members encourages them 
to achieve their aims in life, and be fully 
diverse members of society, leading happy, 
fulfilled lives.

We provide an inclusive environment, 
allowing people with dwarfism to socialise 
with others with dwarfism, who they may 
not get to see in everyday life. And we 
offer them support of specialist medical 
professionals to deal with the various 

medical needs. We encourage our 
members to share their stories, showing 
a true reflection of being a person with 
dwarfism.

We include positive stories such as 
achievement and accomplishments, 
alongside negative stories and how these 
have been overcome, for example social 
prejudice and medical procedures. 

We support and encourage members 
throughout any issues, positive or negative, 
to empower them to continue forwards and 
become successful in the way they choose.

Little People UK is collaborative effort, led 
by a committee of 12 and one member 
of staff; all working together to support 
people with dwarfism, around the UK. All 
funding received is from kind donations 
and fundraising efforts of our members 
and supporters.

M 07925 893398
info@littlepeopleuk.org
www.littlepeopleuk.org

Celebrating the independent living 
& healthcare world
For its 45th anniversary, Naidex brought together an 
unbelievable line-up of speakers, exhibitors, visitors 
and world-exclusive solutions, forming THE ultimate hub 
of innovation for the independent living & healthcare 
sectors.

Just before 10am on the 26th March 2019, a massive 
crowd was waiting in front of the entrance of Halls 6 
and 7 at Birmingham’s NEC. Those waiting were there 
for something special, something they had waited 
all year to see. And as the doors opened, a feeling of 
exhilaration resounded among the crowd: Naidex had 
just opened its doors for the 45th year.

Over two days, the show’s aisles were packed with 
a total of 15,194 visitors who made their way to 
Birmingham to witness the latest innovations that have 
taken the independent living and healthcare industries 
by storm. And that is exactly what they found; with 
over 350 exhibitors from all over the globe displaying 
an awe-inspiring array of products and services, there 
was truly something for everyone present at the show. 
Exhibitors found their stalls packed from the moment 
the doors opened right up until closing time at 5pm. 
Brands such as RGK Wheelchairs, Coloplast, Airbnb, 
Saebo and Sensara were all present to display their 

latest novelties to curious visitors who have waited over 
a year to see and test these products and services.

Naidex returns next year to Birmingham’s NEC 
from 17-18 March 2020. This is our pick of the 
best exhibitors from this year’s show, listed here in 
alphabetical order: Brian Barr Solicitors, Calvert Trust 
Exmoor, Lewis Reed, Little People UK & MyLiferaft. 
Further details can be found on this page.

Contact
www.naidex.co.uk

Calvert Trust Exmoor
Calvert Trust Exmoor is a fully 
accessible activity centre that 
specialises in holidays for those 
with any disability, alongside 
family, friends, carers, groups and 
schools. We welcome guests of all 
ages and abilities all year round.

A stay at Calvert Trust Exmoor 
is all inclusive and personalised 
to our guests: accommodation, 
three meals a day, a range of 
facilities such as the swimming 
pool, plus activities and 
instructors are included. Stays 
are personalised to individual 
needs, from bed hoists to dietary 
requirements.

Located in an area of outstanding 
natural beauty, the 5-star 
award winning centre enables 
people with physical, learning, 
behavioural and sensory 
disabilities to experience 

these exciting, challenging and 
enjoyable outdoor activities. 
Highly experienced instructors are 
qualified by national governing 
bodies and are specially trained 
to work with disabled individuals.

We offer 16 accessible activities 
including abseiling and climbing, 
bike riding, canoeing on our 
reservoir, zip wiring, horse riding 

and more.

Calvert Trust Exmoor challenges 
disability through outdoor 
adventure and believe it’s what 
you can do that counts.

Enquiries and bookings can  
be made over the phone on 
01598 763221, and bursaries 
are available.

Naidex Review Top 10

DIFFERENT BY DESIGN®

mailto:info@brianbarr.co.uk
mailto:info@myliferaft.com
www.myliferaft.com
mailto:sales@lewisreedgroup.co.uk
www.lewisreedgroup.co.uk
www.twitter.com/lewisreedgroup
www.facebook.com/lewisreedwavltd
mailto:info@littlepeopleuk.org
www.littlepeopleuk.org
www.naidex.co.uk
http://www.brianbarr.co.uk
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Think workability, not disability

Norfolk Industries has been in existence since 
1902, and throughout its long history it has always 
maintained the same core ethic: think workability, 
not disability. The company was originally set up 
to provide work for blind people in Norwich, within 
a holistic setting which provided accommodation 
and services for living. Over the years, the working 
element of this service moved premises and became 
a part of Norfolk County Council’s Community 
Services Department. Then, in November 2013, 
many of the services within Community Services 
externalised into a Community Interest Company 
called Independence Matters, of which Norfolk 
Industries is a part.

Commercially, Norfolk Industries manufactures 

recycled bedding products for small animals, 
including recycled paper bedding, chewy tubes, 
award-winning animal houses, and cotton 
bedding. Norfolk Industries recycles 140 tonnes 
of waste every year, and is dedicated to helping 
the environment. In fact, they have also recently 
developed award-winning plastic free product lines, 
with materials being packaged in paper bags rather 
than plastic. What’s more, their cotton bedding uses 
non-viscose material, meaning it has short fibres 
and therefore does not cause the animal harm if it is 
swallowed, unlike viscose fibre.

Over the last five years, Norfolk Industries has 
continued to develop its commercial market and 
products now supplying numerous larger companies 
in the UK, as well as exporting their products to 
Spain. In fact, 90% of their customers are made 
up of large suppliers of pet products, with Norfolk 
Industries’ manufacturing under various big name 
brands. The company also has its own brand, which 
can be found on Ebay and on the Norfolk Industries 
website. “Our next mission is to break into the 
garden centre market,” explains General Manager, 
Sharon Tooke, “to help the business continue its 
impressive growth.”

The other side of the company involves offering 
employment for people with disabilities, as well as 
work placements for people who have barriers to 
work. “Any surplus we make is re-invested back into 

the business; 
we are entirely 
dedicated to 
the community 
and helping 
people,” says 
Sharon. The 
company is 
committed to 
demonstrating 
that people 
with disabilities 
are capable of 
contributing 
to a business, 
it just takes 
a little time 
to find out 
what they are 
capable of. Then, Norfolk Industries uses these 
strengths within the day to day operations of the 
business, therefore ensuring these individuals are 
making valuable contributions to all aspects of 
the company. The business also provides contract 
packing services which have proven useful in 
offering other work task options to people who do 
not suit the production line environment. This work 
includes electrical component and education toy 
packing. During the 12 month period to 31 March 
2019, Norfolk Industries supported a total of 40 

people either 
in employment 
or through work 
placement 
services. 

Last year, 
Norfolk 
Industries 
became 
involved in the 
EVOLVE work 
placement and 
development 
programme, in 
order to help 
disadvantaged 

individuals get closer to employment. What’s more, 
the company has been nominated by its parent 
company in the Autism Awards 2019 as an employer 
of those with disabilities. 

If you would like to find out more information on their 
pet bedding supplies and what the company stands 
for, head to their website or get in touch using the 
contact details below.

T 01603 667957
sales@norfolkindustries.co.uk
www.norfolkindustries.co.uk

Keep it clean with Cleanbox
Business and Industry Today is proud to announce 
that Cleanbox Technology has been selected as our 
UV Cleaning Technology Company of the Month. The 
brainchild of Amy Hedrick and David Georgeson, 
Cleanbox Technology is a critical technology provider 
for Virtual and Augmented reality facilities and 
experiences around the world.

Based in California and with a smaller branch in 
New York, Cleanbox produces medical grade UV-C 
light based decontamination and drying products 
that cater to a notably diverse clientele, covering 
entertainment, education, healthcare, corporate 
training, fitness and luxury hospitality sectors. 

The company offers a hygienic solution to protecting 
against the various unhygienic realities that come 
with using VR or AR devices, only without the use 
of liquids or alcohol based cleaning products, both 

of which are largely ineffective and inconvenient. 
Alcohol solutions simply aren’t effective on porous 
surfaces such as the soft fabrics and materials on 
HMDs, and also dampen the fabric. For hard plastic 
and metal surfaces, they hold a recommended two 
minute standing time, a major inconvenience to 
scenarios requiring minimal cleaning time. 

Cleanbox instead opts for medical grade UV-C 
lighting to clean. Once plugged in, the cleaning 
devices are ready to go, using up minimal time and 
effort which makes them perfect for commercial 
venues with a high footfall. Cleanbox eradicates 99% 
of bacteria, virus and fungi, and treat large numbers 
of headsets simultaneously, anywhere from one to 
100 or more. The inspiration for the development 
of Cleanbox stems from the founders’ background 
in premium entertainment experiences, through 
which the need for more efficient industry cleaning 
solutions was identified. Co-founder Amy Hedrick 
says “what happens in entertainment doesn’t stay 
there,” and as a result Cleanbox is now leading in 
providing alternative hardware cleaning solutions 
to industries far beyond the realms of simply 
entertainment. 

Augmented and virtual reality is often used as a 

means of therapeutic or calming treatment within 
the healthcare industry, an industry that, being of its 
very nature, places great value on the quality of the 
cleaning products it utilises. Considering the fact that 
VR and AR are being seen as increasingly frequent 
within the healthcare sector, along with various other 
instruments being shared among dense volumes of 
people, it is no surprise that Cleanbox is being called 
upon. 

Another in the long list of advantageous factors 
that contribute to Cleanbox’s selling points is that 
the Cleanbox cleaning system is 100% toxin free 
and 100% environmentally friendly. Certainly, given 
the global attitudinal shift towards maintaining a 
consistent and effective awareness of industrial 
carbon footprints, being in a position to provide 
a green alternative to chemical and unrecyclable 
products is crucial, and Cleanbox is committed to 
offering their expertise in this area. 

Cleanbox has spent the most part of this year, and 
will continue to throughout the rest of the year, 

travelling the world showcasing its revolution in 
hardware hygiene. The company has attended 
world renowned shows such as EAG in London and 
ISE Europe in Amsterdam and the world’s largest 
technology show, CES in Las Vegas, all of which 
contributed the gleaming reputation the company 
holds currently, and will surely expand on.

Cleanbox will also be attending a host of shows and 
events encompassing both Europe and the US over 
the upcoming months, the details of which can all 
be found on its website, wherein more details and 
information can be found regarding the intricacies of 
the Cleanbox cleaning system.

T +19179681427
www.cleanboxtech.com

Garden & Leisure News

UV Cleaning Technology Company of the Month

Cleanbox in partnership with INVR during the 
Berlinale (Film Festival) 2019

Cleanbox in partnership with Apache during the 
Star Wars event at the Royal Albert Hall with 
London Symphony Orchestra, Fall 2018

mailto:sales@norfolkindustries.co.uk
www.norfolkindustries.co.uk
www.cleanboxtech.com
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University of Manchester standardises on 
bespoke Loxit desks
The University of Manchester is the largest single-
site university in the UK and part of the prestigious 
Russell Group.

The challenge
The University of Manchester recently took the 
decision to invest in new desks for lecturers, but a 
number of specific requirements made this a difficult 
task, as Jamie Wright, media services assistant 
manager, at the university, explains, “We struggled to 
find something that would have all the abilities that 
we wanted: electrically height adjustable, the right 
size, which for us is shallower than a normal depth 
of desk, the ability to incorporate a 19” rack and 
customisable. We really struggled to find anywhere 
else on the market that could provide that. Thankfully 
when we came to Loxit, they managed to find a good 
solution.”

The project
After meeting with Loxit, the university discovered we 
were able to design and install desks that met their 
requirements.

“One of the interesting things we found was that 
the type of mechanics we’ve got actually suited the 
university’s requirements but being a shallow desk, 

which was actually based on the depth of a plinth, 
and needing the integrated AV meant that it had to 
have a certain type of electrically height adjustable 
leg set,” explains John Whittle.

Following the design review after the first rollout, the 
requirement to have a split vanity panel at the back 
was introduced. This means that IT can go into a 
room mid-lecture if a piece of equipment goes down, 
remove the portion of the vanity panel and access 
the back of the rack to do the servicing while the 
lecture continues to be delivered.

Jamie Wright adds, “Generally when it comes to AV 
support there’s only one technician who’ll fix the 
issue, so instead of having to take off an entire 
vanity panel they can take off the section they 
need, which is just behind the rack, and get to all 
the equipment. That’s been really useful for us as 
opposed to having to get a couple of people in to 
take off whole vanity panels at once.” In addition 
to this, two-thirds height doors allow lecturers to 
access some of the components but ensure they’re 

not able to reach everything.

The outcome
The bespoke Loxit desks have now 
been installed across the University of 
Manchester’s campus.

“It’s become part of our teaching 
standard. We have the same kit and 
the same layout in 85 of our centrally 
timetabled rooms which makes it really 
useful for the lecturers because no 
matter where they are on campus it’s the 
same equipment and the same layout,” 
says Jamie Wright, UoM.

“When lecturers come to use the 
equipment, not only the AV equipment but also 
the features of the desk like the raise and lower, 
they know where everything is located. It’s been 
really useful for us to be able to standardise on this 
product. It’s also actually had unexpected uses which 
we hadn’t planned for but it’s been delivered really 
well. We started out with one particular product and 
through several iterations, which we worked on with 
Loxit, we’ve come up with a really good product which 
we feel we can roll out across our entire campus.”

The impact
The height adjustment has been a particularly 
popular feature, having a number of unexpected 
benefits.

“In addition to providing easy access and comfort 
for wheelchair users or those who have difficulty 
standing for long periods, we’ve also found that the 
height adjustment has been very useful for some of 
our other users, such as our maths lecturers who 
want the desk to be raised quite high so they can use 
the visualisers,” says Jamie Wright, UoM

Before we got the desks, lecturers were having to 
spend a good hour, sometimes even two, leant over 
writing formulae on the visualisers and we were 
getting a lot of complaints about people with bad 
backs. Having these desks has made it really easy for 
lecturers to be able to utilise things like the visualiser 
without causing any serious damage to their back, 
so it’s actually had unexpected uses which we hadn’t 
planned for but it’s been delivered really well.”

Contact
T +44 (0)1625 856801
sales@loxit.com
www.loxit.com

Working in potentially explosive atmospheres is 
hazardous enough without having concerns that the 
voltage being supplied to temporary lighting is no 
longer within certified limits.

How can anyone be absolutely sure what voltage is 
being supplied, especially in a typical, long cable FPSO 
situation? Could it be one volt more or less than the 
certified safe range? Reassurance is now available 
from Wolf Safety, whose latest technology gives an 
immediate warning when voltage either slips below or 
exceeds certified limits, even by just one volt.

Their SOVI™ technology – it stands for Safe Optimal 
Voltage Indicator – removes all doubt, giving operators 
the confidence that temporary lighting is operating 
safely, effectively and at the optimal voltage. 

Unique to Wolf Safety products, the ground-breaking 
technology is now incorporated into its ATEX and 
IECEx certified Hazardous Area Temporary Lighting 
range, further enhancing safety in potentially explosive 
atmospheres.

It also ensures that a lighting solution is operating 
effectively and at the optimal voltage. SOVI™ is already 
incorporated into the LINKEX™ LED TEMPORARY 
LUMINAIRE LX-400 range as well as the recently 
updated, market leading LINKEX™ WF-300XL LED 
FLOODLITE range. New for 2019 is the LINKEX™ 

LED ATEX EMERGENCY TEMPORARY LUMINAIRE, 
which features the unique technology. In the unlikely 
event that a light is operating at a voltage above the 
maximum certified limit, the beam will pulse from bright 
to dim; giving a clear warning that action is needed to 
ensure that work can continue safely in the hazardous 
area. However, it is more likely that issues will arise 
at the lower end of the voltage range. For example, 
if too many 24 volt lights are strung together and the 
transformer is overloaded, voltage could drop below the 
optimal level and light output will reduce incrementally 
as the input voltage falls.

If this does occur, SOVI™ ensures the light will pulse 
bright, indicating that the lamp is not within its certified 
voltage range, though the light itself is still safe as it is 
certified down to zero volts. 

This differs from other ATEX lights, where a reduced 
voltage supply can lead to the light operating outside 
the certified, safe voltage range. Wolf Safety’s clear, 
visual warning system and ‘plug in and play’ format 
means there is no safety risk in connecting too many 
lights together.

Michael Morley, Wolf Safety’s Technical Director, says, 
“Even if operators are working some distance from the 
lamp they are alerted about a power supply issue and 
made aware that something needs to be done. If the 
voltage is too high, the product must be turned off. 
Without SOVI™, the operator has to check the voltage 
is correct and safe, while continuing to work in the 
hazardous area.

“In some cases a qualified electrician has to be on 
hand to do the checks but not with SOVI™, which tells 
operators when there’s an issue. If input voltage falls 
below the optimal level SOVI™ lets operators know, so 
they can stay safe.”

Full details of Wolf Safety temporary lighting 
incorporating SOVI™ can be found at:  
www.wolfsafety.com/temporary-lighting

Think you’re safe? Remove doubt by using  
Wolf Safety’s new voltage alert technology

Health & Safety News

Education News

mailto:sales@loxit.com
www.loxit.com
http://www.wolfsafety.com/temporary-lighting
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Innovative wellness product 
manufacturer 
Within this issue 
of Business 
and Industry 
Today we have 
selected leading 
UK company 
Aachen 
Wellness as 
our Wellness 
& Wellbeing 
Company of the 
Month.

Aachen 
Wellness was 
established by 
Andy Bolton in 
2008, part of 
a larger group 
of companies 
called the 
Topline group, 
and they have 
fast become 
the UK’s largest 
wellness 
manufacturer. 
The company 
provides an 
all-encompassing product line containing an abundance of wellness 
products, such as saunas, steam rooms, mud rooms, dry salt rooms, 
tiled loungers, tiled foot spas, heated loungers and much, much more. 

All made within their factory based in Lancashire UK, Aachen Wellness 
produces the highest quality wellness products. Using a collaborative 
process through using quality materials, experienced craftsmen, 
adhering to a thorough attention 
to detail technique and expert 
tilers, joiners and engineers, 
Aachen Wellness presents a 
strong platform to deliver the 
most substantial highest quality 
services for their customers. With 
solutions offered to both domestic 
and commercial markets, Aachen 
Wellness provides products for 
a multitude of businesses requiring solutions for facilities such as 
wellness centres, gyms, hotels, spa resorts and caravan parks. 

Building personal connections with clients is what Aachen Wellness 
delivers effortlessly, notably they maintain working relationships 
and have catered for a variety of different sized companies which 
include some of the biggest names in the industry. Included within the 
repertoire of clients that Aachen Wellness has provided for is David 
Lloyd, Virgin Active, Nuffield and more.

Speaking to Andy Bolton, he told us, “We take a strong stance on 
customer satisfaction and therefore we make sure that all of our 
products are fully serviced and maintainable. We strive to look after our 
clients even after sales, and tailor our products to meet the wants and 
needs of our client.”

Included within their services, the company manages the whole process 
for their clients. From installation to final site measure, Aachen Wellness 
provides their clients peace of mind through expert consultation and 
maintenance of the whole procedure. “We aim to become the main 

wellness provider in the UK, including installations, maintenance and 
reactive break down cover,” Andy stated. Being part of the Topline 
group, the company is also able to provide 24 service engineers to 
ensure a complete after sales service, and is able to provide a plan 
preventative maintenance service. Andy continued that, “the main 
aspect of our work is to give our clients their desired design and still 
maintain the facility function and maintainability of our products. 
We work tirelessly to ensure productivity of our products and provide 
our customers free quotations, design assistance and ensure all our 
enquiries are responded to with 72 working hours. We can also provide 
operator training if required.” Never sacrificing on quality, Aachen 
Wellness’ products are always created with function ability being of 
the utmost importance, and they ensure their clients receive a reliable 
service with the ability to be flexible in providing tailored solutions. 

Supplying the wellness and leisure industry, Aachen Wellness uses 
their industry knowledge and expert design team within the design 
process. Offering bespoke tailored products, Aachen Wellness is able to 

incorporate, visualise and create the perfect product required for their 
clients. Andy elaborated that, “we work closely with each of our clients 
and are able to cater our designs to meet their specific requirements. 
Bespoke solutions are at the heart of the customer satisfaction we 
provide.”

Showcasing a comprehensive abundance of wellness products, Aachen 
Wellness illustrates the perfect one-stop-shop for wellness and leisure 
products and boasts a solution for all. Producing top of the line products 
at competitive prices is echoed throughout Aachen Wellness’ product 
range. 

A feat within their product range is their heated loungers. Created 
to enhance the experience of after bathing, sauna and steam room 

treatments, the 
heated lounger 
is the perfect 
relaxation tool 
within many 
wellness and 
spa facilities.  

Maintaining a 
collection of 
tiled heated 
loungers 
including both 
water heated 
and electrical 
heated 
loungers, 
Aachen 
Wellness 
supplies diverse 
methods for 
lounger heating. 
With bespoke 
services being 
a pivotal 
experience 

that Aachen Wellness provides, they are able to design the shape, 
length and height to meet clients’ requirements through their specialist 
in-house design team. Enabling their clients to add their own personal 
touch such as reclining shape or twin sized lounger, the company 
provides a unique experience. A recent addition to their lounger range, 
Aachen Wellness are providing their new, Corian Topped Heated 
Loungers which come with a maintainable heating system. 

Being the UK’s leading manufacture of wellness products is a 
welcomed title for Aachen Wellness. “We aim to become the main 

wellness provider in the UK,” Andy continued, “including installations, 
maintenance and reactive break down cover. We strive to be the best 
for the UK market.”

Speaking again to Andy Bolton on the success Aachen Wellness has 
achieved thus far, he told us that the last 12 months for the company 
have been “very good – we have really moved on with our designs and 
installations over the 12 months. The factory is producing and installing 
a minimum two rooms a week every week with a high percentage of 
repeat business for existing clients. I feel this is a sign that we are 
providing a service the clients like.”

T 01772 617063
www.bespokesaunas.co.uk

Wellness & Wellbeing Company of the Month

www.bespokesaunas.co.uk
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Comprehensive roofing 
systems from industry experts

Business and Industry Today is proud to announce 
that Marley has been chosen as our Roofing Systems 
Company of the Month, for their industry-leading 
products and services provided with 100 years of 
roofing expertise and heritage.

Marley has an extensive and impressive history 
dating back to the 1920s, when Owen Aisher 
founded The Marley Tile Company. Before this, 
concrete roof tiles were not a significant part of 
pitched roofing, and now Marley is responsible for the 
development of their widespread usage throughout 
the UK. After the First World War, roofing materials 
were in short supply, and so Owen bought one of 
the early Winget press machines and began making 
his own concrete roof tiles to help to meet demand. 
He then employed two men to make tiles, and they 
began making more than they could use. This is 
when Owen recognised a business opportunity, and 
so formed The Marley Tile Company.

Owen’s son, Owen Junior, came into the business 
as a salesman and was later knighted for his 
contribution to the roofing industry. He was the 
driving force behind the company, and worked to 
expand Marley and the services it offered. Selling 
products on his motorbike, he delivered them to 
architects and merchants in the south east, and 
because little was known about how to install 
concrete tiles, he began offering a supply and fix 
service, growing the business even further.

During the company’s early years, they had limited 
help with the development of roof tile machinery, and 
so had to cultivate their own production techniques 
often by adapting machinery used in similar 
processes. In 1930 the first automated machine was 
installed, and after World War Two there was a huge 
boom in the housing market. To accommodate this, 
Marley built new factories, and over the years their 
technology continued to develop to allow for higher 
speeds and greater turnover, using a mixture of 
automation and manual labour.

The company continued to develop and diversify 
their product range in the ensuing years, and are 
now known just as Marley, selling a core range of 
clay, concrete and timber roofing products. Marley 
supplies their products to clients ranging from small 
independent contractors all the way up to national 
builders merchants, helping to transform roofs 
across the country. 

Offering a flexible and efficient service, Marley 
has been accredited by the Institute of Customer 
Service for its commitment to delivering the best 
possible customer experience. They are the only UK 
manufacturer offering all the elements of a roofing 
system, including clay and concrete tiles, shingles, 
roofing accessories, and BS 5534 compliant JB Red 
Batten. What’s more, their complete pitched roofing 
solution comes with an unrivalled 15-year guarantee, 
meaning customers can have complete peace of 
mind when choosing Marley’s products. In addition to 
their roofing products, Marley can also supply TDCA 
approved anti-slip timber decking, which has recently 
been awarded the ‘DeckMark’ accreditation and was 
used at the London 2012 Olympics.

Where Marley really excels, of course, is in their 
comprehensive roofing systems, providing a one 
stop shop for clients. Their range of clay tiles 
offers a breadth of choices in colour, texture and 
camber options in order to meet the aesthetic and 

performance demands of numerous different roofing 
applications. Made with a durable and natural 
material, Marley offers their clay tiles with a full 
range of fittings and accessories and they have 30° 
low pitch options, as well as having a BES 6001 
‘Excellent’ rating and being A+ rated in the BRE 
Green Guide.

Moreover, Marley’s precision manufacturing and 
interlocking technology now allows the beautiful and 
natural warmth of clay to be combined with a range 
of profile options, high performance and ease of 
installation.

By combining clay’s sought-after aesthetic with 
engineered high performance, Marley can give 
specifiers, installers and homeowners the best of 
both worlds. They tiles are machine moulded, dried 
and fired in gas fired tunnel kilns, using advanced 
computer technology to ensure that the products are 
made to exact specifications in shape, size, colour 
and strength. The tiles are also resistant to rain 
and wind, meeting BS 5534 and NBHC technical 
standards.

As well as their clay products, Marley provides their 

market-leading Edgemere Interlocking Slates, which 
are concrete tiles with a thinner edge. These are 
similar to slate tiles, but are more cost-effective, 
being slim in profile but with depth in durability and 
performance. The thin (18mm) leading edge of 
Edgemere slates boasts a plethora of low profile and 
slate-like systems, offering an affordable upgrade to 
standard interlocking tiles, as well as an economical 
alternative to slate.

All of Marley’s products are supported by a range 
of easily accessible technical services and expert 
support, with a dedicated technical team on hand 
to answer any queries. Furthermore, Marley offers 
samples which can be provided within 24 hours free 
of charge, and they have a dedicated training centre 
to help their customers understand the company’s 
products. By balancing theoretical and practical 
learning, the courses give customers the confidence 
to sell and install Marley’s roofing systems. The three 
courses, Dry Fix Roofing Systems, Estimating, and 
Roofing Product Knowledge, are offered completely 
free of charge; Marley believes its merchants are 
an extension of the company, so ensuring they have 
the knowledge to sell Marley’s products effectively is 
crucial to the company’s success.

If you would like to find out more information about 
Marley’s comprehensive roofing systems, and see 
some stunning examples of how their products have 
been used, head to their website. Alternatively, get in 
touch using the contact details below.

T 01283 722588
info@marley.co.uk
www.marley.co.uk

Roofing Systems Company of the Month

mailto:info@marley.co.uk
www.marley.co.uk
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Valves News

Our sister publication Industrial Process News 
is incredibly proud to announce that Avalco has 
been selected as the Solenoid Valve Specialists 
of the Year, for their outstanding commitment 
to supplying a comprehensive range of solenoid 
valves to all types of industry while maintaining 
excellent customer service.

Established in 1996, they have over 20 years of 
experience in distributing their extensive stock 
to manufacturers across the country. They place 
a heavy emphasis on meeting their customers’ 
exact requirements, offering friendly and efficient 
service, high levels of customer care, and 
complete technical support.

Based in Nuneaton, they boast the ability to 
provide next day delivery, and strive to offer this 
service wherever possible. Their products are for 
use in chemical, steam, air, water and vending 
applications, and include general purpose, techno-
polymer, pinch, explosion proof, and high pressure 
solenoid valves, to name a few. Furthermore, 
Avalco is fully registered to ISO9001.

Their broad selection of solenoid valves are 
all manufactured in Italy by their longstanding 
associate ODE srl. As one of the largest 
manufacturers of solenoid valves in Europe, ODE 
srl designs and produces complete lines of the 
devices for machine and plant manufacturers. 
They also offer customised solutions, designing 
the valves according to their fundamental 
principles of high quality, adaptability, product 
reliability, and excellent after sales service.

With over 50 years of experience, they are 
constantly working towards the development of 
new cutting edge designs for numerous sectors, 
and have a distribution network that covers all the 
major countries. Every company in their network 

has been hand selected for possessing the same 
level of product knowledge as ODE itself, and 
so Avalco are true experts in the supply of these 
world class solenoid valves.

Having recently made an investment in a new 
plant and equipment to meet the growing demand, 
ODE’s solenoid valves are renowned for their 
reliability with every product being 100% tested. 
With 50 years’ experience, ODE are constantly 
striving to develop new products in order to satisfy 
most industrial sectors, including vending, car 
wash, automation, medical, food and beverages, 
water management, and chemical. ODE srl is 
also ISO9001:2008, ISO14001 and 18001:2007 
certified.

We had the opportunity to talk to Brian Ross, the 
Managing Director, about Avalco’s successes over 

the past year, “The past 12 months have gone 
extremely well for us. ODE srl have increased their 
production, updated their product range and hired 
new staff. All of these developments feed back 
into our company and mean we can offer more 
for our customers. We also had a big international 
meeting in Italy with all the global distributors of 
ODE. They revealed their range of new products, 
and we’re pleased to say we can now offer 
stainless steel filter regulators, which is a very 
niche market. Last year, our sales were bang on 
target. In this industry, if you get within 5% of your 
target, it’s good, and we got it bang on.”

Indeed, Avalco’s sales achievements are a 
testament to their dedication to maintaining 
their outstanding services: “It’s very uncertain 
times at the moment with Brexit, but we’ve done 
everything we can to ensure we still offer the 
same level of service. We’ve increased our stock 
order to ordering six months in advance in order 
to continue to guarantee our 24 hour delivery 
service. Furthermore, last year we moved to new 
premises so we could expand our portfolio and 
offer a wider product range for our customers. The 
new location also has scope for further expansion, 
which means we can future-proof the company 
to cope with the ever-expanding demand for 
our products. We’re in a group with three other 
companies, Camozzi (automation specialists), 
Bonomi (valve supplier), and ATAM (electronic 
component supplier). Together we form The 
Fluid Power Centre (TFPC) group, and we all work 
together to help each other out.”

Recently, ODE developed their range of servo-
assisted solenoid valves, now supplying 2½” and 
3” valves for use up to 5 bar and 15 bar with high 
pressure versions. Servo-assisted valves provide 
lower cost and power consumption compared 
with direct acting valves, while offering the same 
levels of performance in flow rate and operating 
pressure. 

However, because they need a minimum pressure 
in order to open the diaphragm, they are not 

appropriate for zero pressure applications.

One particular product to mention is ODE srl’s 
revolutionary wireless system of valve control, the 
+SMART device. It has a PLC and Wi-Fi system 
integrated into it, and acts as a control system 
for small machines or complex sub-systems. It 
is designed to facilitate cabling and operation 
in every kind of application with all ranges of 
solenoid valves, and is suitable for integration 
into Ethernet and fieldbus environments. The 
user can enjoy straightforward configuration of 
their entire system using CODESYS, and they can 
program applications to suit their exact needs. 
The embedded controller combines economy with 
flexibility and outstanding performance, and the 
device can take over control of an entire system or 
serve as a lower-level controller.

If their last 12 months are anything to go by, 
Avalco are going from strength to strength, 
cementing their status as one of the UK’s leading 
suppliers of high quality solenoid valves and 
proving they are true specialists in their field. If 
you would like to find out more information about 
their full product range and services, head to their 
website or use the contact details below.

Contact
T 02476 350958
sales@avalco.co.uk
www.avalco.co.uk

The UK’s solenoid valve specialists 
are going from strength to strength

UK Sales Manager, David Ross & Managing Director, Brian Ross, accept the Company of the Year 
award from our journalist 

mailto:sales@avalco.co.uk
www.avalco.co.uk
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Innovative solar lighting from Lakeside Group
Lakeside Group is a leading company 
in producing reflective products for use 
on traffic signage, street furniture and 
vehicle branding. They adopt a range 
of technologies in the production of the 
various products they provide, each being 
revolutionary in its field. 

The solareye®80 is the latest innovation 
in conventional floor and path lighting. 
With its renewable green energy, the 
solareye®80 runs at a lower cost than 
most of its contemporaries. It also requires 
no electricity supply, thus easing its 
installation and upkeep, making for the little 
maintenance that is required being hassle 
free, that’s of course based on the premise 
that the lighting will need any maintenance 
at all, which more often than not, it won’t. 

Activation of the solareye®80 is automatic, 
coming on at dusk and going out at dawn.

The light is also water and vandal proof and 
impact resistant, making it ideal for lighting 

paths or areas with a heavy footfall. With 
its skid resistant surface, the solareye®80 
is also perfect for cycle paths, or other 
paths designed for wheeled vehicle use. 
The design of the light itself produces 360 
degree lighting, making them perfect for 
off-grid areas. The actual light given off by 
the solareye®80 also impacts little on light 
pollution, giving off only the glow needed to 
navigate an area safely. 

Contact
T 0845 293 8062
info@solar-eye.com
www.solar-eye.com

Aquapods 
Holiday makers want to try something 
different and exciting, so why not make 
the most of the water you have and 
provide your guests with the breathtaking 
experience of living on water. Aquapods are 
attractive and modern new self-contained 
units that comprise of living, dining, 
kitchen, sleeping and bathroom areas. 
Each unit can sleep from four up to six 
people and can be built to accommodate 
wheelchair access.

Aquapods are built by Bluefield 
Houseboats, the leading manufacturer 
of floating structures to a top quality and 

safety specification. These self-contained 
holiday rentals provide excellent returns on 
your investment and are also available to 
purchase without their floating base to be 
used on dry land if preferred.

Aquapods create unique, floating, 
living accommodation which provides 

the opportunity to rent out previously 
inaccessible areas. They are well insulated 
and energy efficient for lower running 
costs. We only use concrete for our floating 
base not cheap plastic floats, as it is 
100% rigid, creates much greater stability, 
absorbs movement and provides longevity 
to the structure. 

To find out more about Aquapods and 
how your business can benefit from this 
exciting new leisure innovation contact 
us at:
M +44 (0)7889 312193
tom1clarke@btinternet.com

Product Zone: The bespoke 
headwear specialists

 ● Bespoke baseball caps with your logo, website and 
phone number

 ● Can be used as a promotional giveaway or sold to your 
visitors to commemorate their stay

 ● Design your own or use our in-house design team
 ● Huge range of colours, designs and graphics available
 ● Send us your logo and a brief description of 

requirements and we will send you a design within 7 
days  

 ● Minimum quantity 144 units

Product Zone Limited. 7c Dukes Yard, Shakespeare Ind 
Est, Acme Rd, Watford, Herts WD24 5AL
sales@productzone.co.uk
www.productzone.co.uk

Modular Leisure Buildings 
Specifying the ideal buildings for your leisure 
business has never been easier. Modular Leisure 
Buildings offers the widest range of super-stylish 
boutique buildings for hotels, wedding venues, 
boutique glamping and leisure parks, all built to the 
highest standards under BS EN1647, but with a 
surprisingly low-price tag.

The secret lies in the Structural Insulated Panels 
(SIPs), providing many advantages over conventional 
methods of construction. These are the buildings of 
the future, with cutting edge design, long building life 
spans and a highly thermally efficient shell, designed 
for 12 months use with grade 3 heating.

Each building is designed and constructed to order 
in our 40,000ft2 Lancashire factory – a state-of-
the-art facility staffed by skilled crafts people. With 
a Modular Leisure Building, you’re guaranteed a 
superb structure that attracts guests prepared to pay 
for quality and luxury, leading to traditionally shorter 
payback periods, and better returns on investment.

We take a personal approach to each individual 
order. Your building will be delivered approximately 
16 weeks from point of order, and in most cases can 
be simply dropped into place. Our comprehensive 10 
years structural warranty combined with our superb 
after sales service gives our clients complete peace 
of mind.

www.modularleisurebuildings.co.uk

Saniflo at Farm Business Innovation
Saniflo is the UK’s leading designer & manufacturer 
of macerators and pumps. Solutions from Saniflo 
have enabled farmers, holiday resorts, glamping 
sites & other leisure sector industries to create new 
facilities by providing drainage for all types of wet 
areas, showers and WCs – no matter how large or 
small the area. Costly and messy excavation works 
can be avoided by using Saniflo pumps and equally 
if the new facilities are too low for gravity drainage 
systems, they enable those projects to take place.

The Sanifos is an underground pumping station for 
removing waste water from commercial or domestic 
premises. It can be sited outside a building and 
below ground where the drainage is too low for a 
sewer or surface mounted pumping station. With 
a high capacity 500 litre tank the Sanifos 500 has 
multiple connections to take waste from bathrooms, 
kitchens and utility rooms. The powerful three phase 

option can pump up to 18m vertically or 200m 
horizontally & features two powerful 2,600 watt 
motors.

For further information on the full range of Saniflo 
products, please visit: www.saniflo.co.uk

A glamping revolution
Established in 2017, Lesko Modular Group is 
shifting the housing market from traditional builds 
to more innovative and greener pastures. Lesko has 
branched into the Leisure and Glamping industries, 
and prides itself on producing products of the 
highest quality.

Lesko designs and produces various ‘pods’ for 
a range of locations and situations, each one 
being vibrant and characterful. The pods have 
a time frame of 8-10 weeks from point of order 
to completion, and can cater for anything from 
glamping sites and hotels to wedding venues. 
Lesko can also provide bespoke commissions for 
Gardens and Land Owners that wish to host uniquely 
designed and alternative outdoor housing.

The pods are given aptly quaint titles: Isabelle, 
Delilah, Nikki, Abigail, Ella and Sophie, some of 
which are designed to fit a certain setting, and 

others more geographically flexible. For example, 
‘Sophie’, is a beautifully crafted pod designed 
for beaches, whereas ‘Abigail’, with its equally as 
striking design, is ideal for any outdoor space. 

Lesko is a wonderful company, with all of its homes 
and pods manufactured to a quality and aesthetic 
that is incontrovertibly beautiful, while the demand 
for its products is set to only increase. For more 
information, visit the website listed below. 

T 01733 788711
www.leskomodular.co.uk

Farm Business Innovation 2018 Review Top 40

New business skills for farmers
Farm Business Innovation is the UK’s leading event 
dedicated to providing visitors with the guidance, 
education, suppliers and opportunities needed to 
diversify land-use and increase profitability. In these 
uncertain economic times, diversification is the 
future of farming and rural success in the UK. And 
that’s where this award-winning show comes in, by 
bringing all the most innovative, profitable and cost-
effective solutions for the farm or rural enterprise 
under one roof.

That’s why, from 7-8 November 2018, more than 9,000 
forward-thinking farmers and rural business owners 
visited Birmingham’s NEC to unearth a whole host of 
potentially game-changing new revenue streams.

No stone was left unturned in filling last year’s 
show with only the very best speakers, features and 
innovations in the world of farm business – ensuring 
visitors could return to their rural venture with 
everything they needed to realise their diversification 

dreams. No matter how broad or 
niche visitors’ business ambitions 
were, Farm Business 2018 held all 
the answers.

Visitors also had unlimited access to all five 
neighbouring exhibitions: Holiday Park & Resort 
Innovation, Family Attraction Expo, Destination 
Hotel, Resort & Spa Expo, Country House Business 
Innovation, & Public Space Innovation.

Farm Business Innovation returns to Birmingham’s 
NEC this year from 6-7 November 2019. This is our 
fourth pick of the best exhibitors from last year’s 
show. Further details can be found on this page.

www.farmbusinessshow.co.uk

mailto:info%40solar-eye.com%0D?subject=
http://www.solar-eye.com
mailto:tom1clarke@btinternet.com
mailto:sales@productzone.co.uk
www.productzone.co.uk
www.modularleisurebuildings.co.uk
www.saniflo.co.uk
www.leskomodular.co.uk
www.farmbusinessshow.co.uk
http://www.leskomodular.co.uk
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Established in 1976 – packing over 40 years of 
experience and expertise in their field – Cap Coder 
are based in Oxfordshire, and has been a family 
run business ever since its inception. Founded on 
trust and integrity, it truly is a company that cares, 
driven by a strong ethical code to do right by the 
customer. This is one of the many benefits of using 
Cap Coder, you’re guaranteed to have your needs 
put first by a team of technical experts eager to 
create a bespoke solution for the customer. 

Cap Coder specialise in the design and 
manufacture of bespoke and standard machines 
for capping, coding, and filling applications. Cap 
Coder is well established in its field, serving a wide 
range of industry sectors, including: toiletries, 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, complimentary 
medicines, chemical, food and beverages. Within 
these sectors there is a wide range of products 
Cap Coder’s machines can be designed for use 
with, from nail varnish to nasal spray, from tomato 
sauce to paint – Cap Coder have it covered. 

All products can be handled by Cap Coder’s 
machines, including all shapes and sizes of 
bottles, jerry cans and other bottles, tamper 
evident caps, pump action spray caps and trigger 
spray caps. 

Aside from the versatility and adaptability 

of Cap Coder’s machines to suit customer’s 
specific needs, Cap Coder also offer customers 
unparalleled customer service. Offering a proactive 
and supportive service, once the client has bought 
a machine, the customer’s experience does not 
end there. 

Offering an excellent technical support service, 
experts from Cap Coder will be at hand to service 
machines and provide and change spare parts. 

The team at Cap Coder pride themselves on 
getting to know the customer, gaining a deep 
understanding of their needs before undertaking 
any project. Delivering first class and flexible 
results, Cap Coder has its finger on the pulse when 
it comes to the latest technological developments 
in the industry. Seeking to continually adapt 
and respond to changes in the engineering and 
packaging industries, Cap Coder is constantly 
developing new products. 

Its machines are ideal for a wide range of 
industries, and are all accredited to 9001-
2008 build standard and come supplied with a 
Certificate of Conformity/Incorporation. The array 
of machines is impressive, meaning there is no 
company too big or too small for Cap Coder, and no 
project too specific. From screw cap tightening (to 
a desired torque), press on capping, plug insertion 
(including brushes, roll-on deodorant balls, and 
dispensing nozzles), liquid filling, agitator ball 
insertion, conveyor, and ATEX zone 1 and 2 
compliance; Cap Coder have it covered.

Moreover, all of the machines are made in 
England and designed in-house, with this ensuring 
the team have complete control over the entire 
manufacturing process. The end result? Capping, 
coding and filling machines which are second-to-
none in quality. 

T 01865 891466
sales@capcoder.com
www.capcoder.com

High quality coding, capping and filling 
machines designed and built in England

Print & Packaging News

Experts in labels, labelling and 
label printing, Datamark supply and 
manufacture a varied range of labelling 
solutions to a wide range of customers 
spread across various industries. Enlisting 
in the services of Datamark, customers 
can enjoy numerous benefits, for example 
gaining from the years of knowledge 
and experience amassed by Datamark. 
Constantly innovating and seeking 
to add new products to their already 
extensive range, Datamark truly are the 
one stop shop for all of your labelling 
needs. Moving from strength to strength 
since its inception in 1995, Datamark 
offers customers competitive pricing, 

unparalleled customer service, reliable 
deliveries, rapid quote turnaround, and an 
extensive product range. 

Datamark’s product range includes: Plain 
and Colourwashed Labels, Flexographic 
Printed Labels, A4 Sheeted Labels, 
Fanfolded Labels & Tags, Own Brand 
Thermal Transfer Ribbons, Thermal 
Transfer Ribbons, Thermal Transfer Bureau 
Print Solutions, GoDex and other brand 

Thermal Transfer Printers, Thermal Transfer 
and Direct Thermal Print Solutions, and TT 
Printers Service and Maintenance. Driving 
the company forward, aside from their 
extensive product range, is their continued 
emphasis on providing the best customer 
service possible. It is no wonder that 
Datamark supply such a wide variety of 
industries, including; food, distribution and 
logistics, storage and contract packers, 
electronics, homecare, automotive and 
industrial. 

Contact
sales@datamarkuk.com
www.datamarkuk.com

The one stop shop for all of your labelling needs

mailto:sales@capcoder.com
www.capcoder.com
http://www.capcoder.com
mailto:sales@datamarkuk.com
www.datamarkuk.com
http://www.datamarkuk.com
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Classifieds

Screen Mount SolutionsBarrier & Collision Protection

Meetings & Conferences Vehicle ProtectionMonitoring Systems

Encoder Solutions

FOR ALL YOUR INDUSTRIAL 
MONITORING SOLUTIONS

Why Accept Anything 
Less?

 l ENCODERS

 l CONTROL MODULES

 l VIBRATION SENSORS

Please visit www.rotechsystems.co.uk
Email  sales@rotechsystems.co.uk  |  Tel  +44 (0)151 356 2322

Electronic Repair

Accessibility

Gas Cages

Mobile Steps Labels

Plastic Boxes

Allergy & Nutritional Management

Calibration Service Soldering Systems Solenoid Valve Operating Magnets

• Profile Projectors

• Video Measurement Systems

• Granite Tables, Plates and 
Squares

• Hardness Testers

• Height Measuring Machines

• Surface Finish Test 
Equipment

Granite Tables, 
Plates and Squares

www.midland-metrology.co.uk
Tel: 02476 638280

Email: sales@midland-metrology.co.uk

Specialists in New and Used Measuring Equipment, 
Calibration and Sub Contract Inspection Service

We are proud to offer a first class Calibration and Sub Contract 
Inspection Service. Within our fully equipped, temperature 
controlled Laboratory, we offer a wide scope of measuring 
instrument calibration, as well as a full sub contract inspection 
service, in our purpose built inspection facility. On-site calibration 
of Surface Tables, Profile Projectors and Measuring Machines also 
undertaken. Please call for more details or a quotation.

Offshore

Call us now 01536 417440
www.sandsgascages.co.uk

 ● Wide range of mobile steps and platforms

 ● Custom designs to suit different needs

 ● From a 2 step, all the way to a 16 step!

Call us now on 01536 417440
www.stepsandstillages.co.uk

Plastic Pallet Boxes

 ● Gas Cylinder Cages
 ● Gas Cylinder Trolleys
 ● HSE Compliant
 ● Free Delivery From Stock

Secure 
your gas 
bottles 
safely 
now!!!

Call us now on 
01536 417440

www.stepsandstillages.co.uk

HUNDREDS IN STOCK!!! Get in touch for the best price.

Please visit www.gen-3glasscoat.com
01753 215311  |  admin@gen-3glasscoat.com

Market Leading GEN-3 Glasscoat Liquid 
Glass Hardened Ceramic Vehicle Protection

UK’s One Source for Asset Protection 
Solutions
MISTRAS Group is one of the world’s largest suppliers 
of integrity and inspection services. We specialise in 
providing innovative asset integrity solutions for all 
projects using enhanced services that include asset 
monitoring, engineering services, advanced and 
conventional NDT.

Please contact +44 (0)1954 231612
info@mistrasgroup.co.uk | www.mistrasgroup.co.uk

Encoder solutions for 
a world in motion

Tel +44 (0)1978 262100
www.encoder.co.uk

Flexible barrier systems
Flexible racking protection
Free site survey

+44 (0)1902 824280

Ultrasonic Cleaning

Units 1-4, Cashel Road, Wirral, Merseyside
Tel: 0151 639 6020   Fax: 0151 334 7407

Email: sales@hilsonic.co.uk
Web: www.hilsonic.co.uk

Worried about keeping up with allergen 
legislation? Our web-based software has 

the solution for you! Contact us by email at: 
david@nutriplanner.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling Systems

UNISIG Deep Hole Drilling 
Systems Machines + 
Tools + Automation

T 07125 9687590
info@unisig.de

www.unisig.com

Vehicle Seat Covers

http://www.fairmont.com
http://www.loxit.com
http://www.rotechsystems.co.uk
www.rotechsystems.co.uk
mailto:sales@rotechsystems.co.uk
http://www.sandsgascages.co.uk
http://www.spcint.com
http://www.stepsandstillages.co.uk
http://www.zest.nutriplanner.co.uk
http://www.datamarkuk.com
http://www.stepsandstillages.co.uk
http://www.midland-metrology.co.uk
http://www.midland-metrology.co.uk
mailto:sales%40midland-metrology.co.uk?subject=
http://www.encoder.co.uk
http://www.sandsgascages.co.uk
www.stepsandstillages.co.uk
http://www.stepsandstillages.co.uk
mailto:enquiries%40fridgenius.co.uk?subject=
http://www.gen-3glasscoat.com
http://www.gen-3glasscoat.com
mailto:admin%40gen-3glasscoat.com?subject=
http://www.mistrasgroup.co.uk
mailto:info@mistrasgroup.co.uk
www.mistrasgroup.co.uk
http://www.secretaccess.co.uk
www.encoder.co.uk
http://www.boplan.co.uk
http://www.zpel.co.uk
http://www.hilsonic.co.uk
mailto:sales@hilsonic.co.uk
www.hilsonic.co.uk
mailto:david@nutriplanner.co.uk
http://www.unisig.com
mailto:info@unisig.de
www.unisig.com
http://www.townandcountrycovers.com
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